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Executive Summary
This booklet highlights the key achievements of the European Union H2020-funded ‘Sea Change’ project which
ran from March 2015 until February 2018. The Sea Change project aimed to establish a fundamental ‘Sea
Change’ in the way that European citizens view their relationship with the ocean, by empowering them, as
‘Ocean Literate’ citizens, to take direct and sustainable action towards a healthy ocean, healthy communities,
and ultimately a healthy planet. This document presents the methodology adopted, the key activities
implemented and a wide array of outreach and engagement activities that were employed to advance ‘Ocean
Literacy’ in Europe across the three-year duration of Sea Change.
A professionally designed and printed key achievements summary booklet was prepared by AquaTT and
distributed at the final Sea Change project conference in Paris on 15th February 2018. The summary booklet is
presented in Part I of this deliverable document, and highlights one case study under each goal heading as an
example of a significant accomplishment under each of six Sea Change goal headings.
Part II of this deliverable booklet serves as an Annex to the summary booklet, offering several supplementary
case studies as examples of the diversity of work that was undertaken by the consortium in three key focus
areas: Education, Marine Governance, and Public Engagement.

Team involved in deliverable writing: AquaTT
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Sea Change Key Achievements: Preface

PREFACE

This booklet summarises the key achievements of
the three-year European Union Horizon 2020 ʻSea
Change’ project (March 2015 – February 2018). It
presents the methodology adopted, the key activities
implemented and the wide array of outreach and
engagement assets that have been developed.
Through our achievements, we show how our
approaches, activities and resources have helped
attain the project goals and the impacts arising from
such efforts. We ultimately demonstrate how Sea
Change has benefitted European society through
our contribution to helping achieve improved Ocean
Literacy across Europe.
A separate but complementary legacy brochure
has also been developed to present some of the
key insights gained from three years of Sea Change
activities, including recommendations on the next
steps necessary in advancing Ocean Literacy
in Europe.

Introduction to Sea Change
Programme: The European Union’s Horizon
2020 Framework Programme for Research and
Innovation (H2020-BG-2014-1)
Funding Call: BG-13 H2020 Blue Growth:
Unlocking the potential of Seas and Oceans
Instrument: Coordination and Support Action
(CSA)

Sea Change used the concept of ‘Ocean Literacy’ to
create a deeper understanding amongst European
citizens of how their health depends on the health
of our seas and ocean. Sea Change brought about
real actions using behavioural and social change
methodologies. Building on the latest social research
on citizen and stakeholder attitudes, perceptions and
values, the Sea Change partnership designed and
implemented mobilisation activities and resources
targeted at three key focus areas: Education, Public
Engagement, and Marine Governance.
The Need for Ocean Literacy in Europe
Not all European citizens are aware of the full extent
of the importance of the ocean in terms of economic,
societal, environmental and human health benefits.
In turn, many of us are not aware of how our day-today actions can have a cumulative negative effect on
the health of the ocean – a necessary resource that
must be protected for all life on planet Earth to exist.
In other words, many European citizens lack a sense
of ‘Ocean Literacy’ – an understanding of the ocean’s
influence on us and our influence on the ocean.

Grant agreement: No. 652644

An Ocean-Literate person:

Total Budget: €3,494,876

•U
 nderstands the importance of the ocean to
humankind

Duration: March 2015 - February 2018
Coordinator: Marine Biological Association (UK)
Consortium: 17 partners from nine European
countries
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The Sea Change project aimed to establish a
fundamental ‘Sea Change’ in the way European
citizens view their relationship with the sea, by
empowering them, as Ocean Literate citizens, to
take direct and sustainable action towards a healthy
ocean and seas, healthy communities and ultimately a
healthy planet.

•C
 an communicate about the ocean in a
meaningful way
•C
 an make informed and responsible decisions
regarding the ocean and its resources
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© Unsplash, Vivek Kumar

OUR OCEAN,
OUR HEALTH.
YOU CAN MAKE

A DIFFERENCE.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Humans have always relied on healthy marine
ecosystems for food, medicine, recreation, and
economic opportunities. Human health is entirely
dependent upon ocean health for a variety of free and
essential marine ecosystem services, such as oxygen
production, carbon dioxide capture and storage,
climate regulation, nutrient recycling, biodiversity
and medicinal discoveries. We are economically
dependent upon marine provisioning services such
as fisheries, oil, gas, minerals, sand and gravel,
and marine-related industries like fishing, tourism,
energy, aquaculture and transport employ thousands
of people and contribute billions to economies
around the world.
Despite our need for a healthy ocean, anthropogenic
pressures continue to increase, and threaten
the marine ecosystem services upon which we
depend. Strategies aimed at promoting sustainable
management of our marine environment rely on
adequate public consultation and support, and are
unlikely to succeed in the absence of Ocean Literacy.
To address the lack of ocean-related content in
science education standards, the first European
Ocean Literacy conference was held in Bruges in
2012 to envision how to bring ocean sciences into
mainstream education in Europe. Following this,
the Galway Statement on Atlantic Ocean Cooperation
(2013) was signed, which reinforced the need for
work to improve Ocean Literacy for Europe, leading
to the development of the Transatlantic
Implementation Plan.
In recognition of the importance of citizen
involvement in science, the European Commission
7th Framework Programme had a strand titled
‘science for society’. An ocean-focused consortium
successfully bid and secured an innovative project
called ‘Sea for Society’ which ran from 2012-15
(www.seaforsociety.eu). Sea for Society carried
out the first cross-sectoral and citizen dialogues
in Europe to investigate public perceptions of
the marine environment. The outputs generated
from 20 Citizens/Youth Consultation Forums and
19 Stakeholder Consultation Forums across nine
countries confirmed a deficit in the attitudes and
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awareness of citizens across Europe as the key
barrier to a ‘Blue Society’. The need to improve Ocean
Literacy in Europe became evident, but how to create
reform had yet to be established. Many collaborative
initiatives have attempted to address this problem,
but very few have achieved sustained behavioural
change and delivered wider impacts on society.
This challenge is recognised as a ‘wicked’ problem
that requires a diversity of innovative approaches
which will inspire and educate all society actors
to ultimately change their understanding of, and
relationship with, their ocean.
Over the past three years, the Sea Change partnership
have addressed this need for diverse and innovative
approaches for improving Ocean Literacy by creating
and testing a variety of strategies across three focus
areas: Education, Public Engagement, and Marine
Governance. These strategies were aligned with the
six project goals that are listed on the next page. The
diversity of outputs that have resulted from this work
is a testament to the greatest collaborative effort that
has ever been undertaken to advance Ocean Literacy
anywhere in the world. In the following pages, we
illustrate the diversity of these achievements, along
with six case study examples of project activities, and
a summary of the achieved impacts.

EXPECTED IMPACTS
In response to the ‘Expected Impacts’ in the Horizon
2020 funding call, the Sea Change partnership
established six overarching project goals.
Expected Impacts as defined in the funding call:
1. Develop citizens’ understanding of the importance
of Seas and Ocean Health, as well as interactions
and interdependencies between the two, fostering
behavioural change
2. Support the ecosystem-based approach in the
management of maritime activities and contribute
to the objectives of the Marine Strategy Framework
Directive (MSFD)
3. Maximise the societal impact of EU-funded marine
and maritime research

Sea Change Key Achievements: Sea Change Project Goals

SEA CHANGE PROJECT GOALS

EMPOWER

01

PROMOTE

responsible behaviour
of citizens towards the
ocean and its resources:
by engaging with the wider
public in various ways (e.g.
citizen science programmes,
developing innovative
mobilisation activities to
show them what a more Ocean
Literate society could look like,
outreach initiatives at
Sea Festivals etc.).

COLLABORATE

with transatlantic
partners in Canada and
the US: in order to bring
about a global approach
to protecting the planet’s
shared ocean.

02
ENGAGE

03
04
05

CREATE
innovative learning
resources relating to the
links between the planet’s
ocean and human health:
by developing innovative
learning resources related
to ocean health (e.g. iBook,
computer games with
CoderDojo) and an online
directory for best marine
practices.

educators, students and
educational communities to
help integrate and promote
Ocean Literacy principles:
through mobilisation activities
such as teacher training and
by developing a Blue Schools
initiative inspired by the success
of eco-schools in Europe.
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in a dialogue with key
actors of the international
marine governance system
on the link between human
health and the health
of the ocean in order to
improve decision making
and policy development:
involving consultations with
members of the European
parliament, national politicians
and intergovernmental
organisations and enhancing
the science-policy interface to
support ocean governance.

ENSURE

that efforts to sustain an
Ocean Literate society in
Europe continue beyond
the life of Sea Change: through
codes of good practice, public
campaigns and other ongoing
community activities.
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Message in a Bottle:
organised by
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Interviews conducted with policy
actors in 5 countries provided
insights into their awareness of
marine concerns

A review of Ocean Literacy
in European Governance:
findings and recommendations

Sea Change Social Innovation,
Participation and Process (SIPPs)
Toolkits for Education, Citizen
Engagement and Governance
1 framework to monitor and track
the progress of SIPP actions

events and
activities

Buddy Campaign:
campaign about
beach safety.
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partners from 9
countries + Networks
with Europe-wide
and Global reach
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EMB, EUROGEO,
IOC-UNESCO)

Enrolments

happiness rating

Developed Blue
Schools modules
for EU school
curricula
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Sea Change methodologies and
resources freely available for other
Ocean Literacy actors to use
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Training Sea Change
project members on
Social Innovation and
Environmental Behaviour
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Established priority
areas for action to
advance ocean
governance

twitter followers

A review of the ways of
achieving Societal Change
Key principles for influencing
society and bringing about
behavioural change

would use the
seminar information
and resources in their
classroom or work
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Continued Promotion of
Sea Change work through
ResponSEAble

90%

stakeholders
were involved in
the governance
consultation
workshops
and interviews

EMSEA
conferences

Ongoing collaborative
World Oceans Day
activities to amplify
key messages around
behavioural change

Overall rating

countries

Roadmap for effective
science-society-policy
interface in the field of
ocean governance

Records added
to database

EMSEA became a legal
entity in 2016 to enable
the association to
obtain funding to further
develop OL in Europe

College of Co-Exploration
(UK & USA) online seminars
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(Citizen science
initiative and app)
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members from
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Crab Watch; MBA

people across Spain
were involved

The European Marine Science
Educators Association (EMSEA)
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Ocean Literacy working groups

Factsheets on human
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with key messages for
policy actors

participating
organisations;

10,000+

12

3 published Whitaker
Institute Policy Briefs

Sea Change
represented at over
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Sea Change International
Advisory Group (IAG)
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Winning projects/
games shared
online on Scratch

130,000+
overall video
views

The Ocean Edge Directory
First database of its kind
in Europe
An average of

360

page visits per month

Infographics:
Make a small
change for Sea
Change, marine
plastics, 500 years
of ocean change
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press release
views
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Organisations
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Directory

Posters and Factsheets
– Our Ocean, Our Health
factsheets, Ocean Literacy
posters & factsheets,
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01

Empower
Goal 1:
EMPOWER educators, students and educational communities to help
integrate and promote Ocean Literacy principles: through mobilisation
activities such as teacher training, and by developing a Blue Schools
initiative inspired by the success of eco-schools in Europe.

Achievements:
1. Training ‘Sea Change Agents’: Sea Change trained the partnership and those interested
in environmental behaviour change to work with different audiences, including citizens
and policy makers, to empower them in making Ocean Literate decisions and choices and
taking action.
2. The European Marine Science Educators Association (EMSEA): Founded to connect
European marine educators and scientists to provide a united effort to develop Ocean
Literacy in Europe, EMSEA is a catalyst for the development of Ocean Literacy in Europe.
3. Sea Change Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) ‘From ABC to ABSeas: Ocean Literacy for
all’: The MOOC offers educators innovative ways to teach Ocean Literacy and is available
on the European Multiple MOOC Aggregator (EMMA), http://bit.ly/2clUkzH – in several
languages.
4. Sea Change Blue Schools teaching modules: Sea Change developed new modules for
educators, teachers and school administrators that will aid in the uptake of Ocean
Literacy into European school curricula.
5. ‘Our Ocean Conversations’: A Sea Change summary to support educators in teaching
teenagers about the ocean. The Our Ocean Conversations summary includes the results
from workshops that were held in collaboration with education stakeholders across eight
European countries (Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the
UK) to explore and map the barriers and potential solutions to teaching 12- to 19- year-olds
about the ocean.
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Case study: Empower

ʻOur Ocean Conversations’: Identification of Europe-wide barriers
and solutions to teaching 12- to 19- year-olds about the ocean.

Target audience

General public, educators, students, policymakers, media.

Need addressed

Policymakers and educational stakeholders need a good understanding
of the challenges encountered when trying to embed marine science
into existing education curriculum. By understanding the challenges, it is
possible to develop effective strategies that can successfully incorporate
marine science into education.

Approach taken

The objective of ‘Our Ocean Conversations’ was to identify barriers and
solutions to teaching 12- to 19- year-olds about the ocean. Engagement took
place with stakeholders across eight European countries (Belgium, Denmark,
Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the UK).
Specifically, ʻOur Ocean Conversations’ aimed to:
1. Identify the challenges ahead for teaching about the oceans.
2. Learn from others about the pathways towards an Ocean Literate Europe.
3. Develop creative solutions for the successful integration of ocean
knowledge into education and outreach curricula.
The conversations went significantly beyond consultation by offering
participants the opportunity to voice the barriers to change and take
ownership of solutions that influence their own welfare, while working
towards an Ocean Literate society.

Key information

248 participants representing a variety of marine groups provided input
to ‘Our Ocean Conversations’, out of which 108 participants were brought
together for one-day conversations across the eight participating countries.
Over the course of the European ‘Our Ocean Conversations’, facilitators
brought participants through the four Collective Intelligence steps:
1) Idea Generation
2) Idea Categorisation
3) Structuring Barriers
4) Generating Options
Participants worked collectively in an open and conversational manner
to identify barriers to teaching 12- to 19- year-olds about the ocean and
propose options to overcome these barriers.

Key metrics

248 stakeholders participated in ‘Our Ocean Conversations’, identifying
657 barriers and proposing 316 options to overcome these barriers.
During each of the conversations, partners as well as the participating
stakeholders were active on social media to interact with external
stakeholders on the topic.
Partners involved in facilitating these conversations have formed eight
Ocean Literacy networks and continuously contact their education
stakeholders regarding Sea Change developments, events and materials.
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Impactstudy 1: Empower

The workshops created a lasting impact on participants by helping them to
integrate Ocean Literacy into their work in the classroom. Questionnaires
sent out after the consultation workshops showed that participants had been
influenced to engage in Ocean Literacy activities as a result of their engagement
with Sea Change.
Attendees reported the following activities being implemented after
the consultation events:
• A workshop was set up for students interested in marine careers
• A group was created to highlight pollution / marine litter issues
• The topics discussed were introduced to a political organisation
• Collaborations were established between National Parks and schools
•T
 he information was spread to thematic working groups linked to North Sea
Strategy 2020
• A school collaboration was established with a biological station
• The findings were used to help promote action through a blue flag NGO
• The toolkits will be used to help inform decision making
• Sea Change assets were disseminated at events
•A
 participant reviewed contents of talks to visitors to include information
on marine health
• The conversation record was circulated to councillors
•M
 ore ocean content was included in a participant’s school education
programme, inviting schools to visit scientific institutes
• A participant started running marine biology-focused high school classes
• A participant took part in the Sea Change MOOC

More information

http://seachangeproject.eu/images/SEACHANGE/SC_Results//
Deliverable-D.3.2.pdf
Fauville, G., McHugh, P., Domegan, C., Mäkitalo, Å., Friis Møller, L., Papathanassiou, M., Alvarez Chicote, C., Lincoln, S., Batista, V., Copejans, E., Crouch, F., &
Gotensparre, S. (in press). Using collective intelligence to identify barriers to
teaching 12-19 year-olds about the ocean in Europe. Marine Policy.

Contact person(s)

Christine Domegan (christine.domegan@nuigalway.ie)
Patricia McHugh (patricia.mchugh@nuigalway.ie)

Proposed next steps

Some of the important actions identified during ‘Our Ocean Conversations’
to overcome the barriers include:
• Helping teachers to bring learning to life through links to fieldwork
elements.
• The need for teachers to work together and pool resources.
• Teacher training in marine science through partnerships with scientists.
• Developing national strategies to implement Ocean Literacy.
• Suggestions that the valuable results from this work are used to guide
future policy in marine education in secondary schools.
These actions underpin the need for continued support for teachers via
important platforms such as the European Marine Science Educators
Association (EMSEA).
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02

Promote
Goal 2:
PROMOTE responsible behaviour of citizens towards the ocean and its
resources: by engaging with the wider public in various ways (e.g. citizen
science programmes, developing innovative mobilisation activities to show
them what a more Ocean Literate society could look like, outreach initiatives
at Sea Festivals etc.).

Achievements:
1. A review of the ways of engaging citizens in Ocean Literacy: A Sea Change review of successful
strategies and key success factors for improving Ocean Literacy, as well as gaps that require
targeted citizen mobilisation strategies to be addressed.
2. Training ‘Sea Change Agents’: Sea Change trained the partnership and those interested in
environmental behaviour change to work with different audiences, including citizens and
policy makers, to empower them in making Ocean Literate decisions and taking action.
3. Sea Change Social Innovation, Participation and Process (SIPPs) Toolkits: a set of fundamental
concepts and activities to guide all actors in co-creating change in relation to Ocean Literacy
through innovative public engagement formats.
4. Lessons learned from Science & Sailor cafés and inter-generational outreach events across
Europe: These lessons provide measurable insights into the success factors relating to
innovative formats for public engagement used in Sea Change.
5. Crab Watch: a citizen science initiative that explored how citizen science can be used as a
tool for increasing Ocean Literacy. Crab Watch successfully collected valuable scientific data
with help from citizens and developed a mobile app to allow citizens to both learn about, and
submit records of, the crab species found on the shores around Europe.
6. The Sea Change website (www.seachangeproject.eu) and social media channels (Facebook
(facebook.com/SeaChangeProjectEU/), Twitter (@SeaChange_EU), Instagram (sea.change.
eu), Snapchat (sea-change), and Storify (SeaChange): Online platforms that encourage active
engagement in Ocean Literacy, and make all Sea Change results, outputs and activities available
to all stakeholders interested in Ocean Literacy. These platforms were efficient channels for
generating online awareness and engagement in Ocean Literacy with the wider public.
7. Sea Change promotional materials: Numerous resources developed to promote Ocean Literacy
and to highlight the intrinsic link between ocean and human health, including newsletters,
factsheets, stickers and press releases, all available to download from the Sea Change website.
8. Sea Change competitions to raise awareness of Ocean Literacy: including the ‘Sustainable
Fishing = Healthy Oceans’ international photography competition (by Ce de Pesca), and the
‘Think Big, Think Oceans’ ideas challenge (VLIZ) which invited European citizens to develop
videos on how to increase the awareness of European citizens about the importance of the
ocean for us, and the importance of our daily actions, for the ocean.
9. S
 ea Change collaborative events: Several Sea Change events were organised including Ocean
Literacy workshops for policymakers in Paris, coinciding with World Oceans Day (by Sea
Change partner UNESCO), and a public event to raise awareness of ‘Safety at the Beach’ in
Belgium (by Sea Change partner VLIZ).
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Case study: Promote

Sea Change Social Innovation, Participation and Processes (SIPP)
Toolkits for Education, Citizen Engagement and Governance.
Two examples of implementation included – Message in a Bottle (SUBMON,
Spain) and its buddy campaign – a public platform with information about
hazards and goods from the Sea, (VLIZ, Belgium).

Target audience

Education and outreach professionals, policy makers, educators and media.

Need addressed

The SIPP toolkits were developed to guide the development and testing of
innovative formats for generating engagement in Ocean Literacy through
outreach activities. The toolkits are intended to help improve the uptake
of knowledge by directly involving participants from the outset, actively
involving them in protecting the ocean.

Approach taken

The overall aim was to improve Ocean Literacy amongst the general public
by inviting them to be co-creators of innovative events across Europe. A
European-wide ‘Ideas contest’ was launched where citizens were invited to
submit ideas in video format for events to improve Ocean Literacy, linking
ocean and human health. Brainstorming sessions and workshops were held
to further structure the winning ideas into plans for real events.
‘Message in a Bottle’ and the buddy campaign in Belgium ‘SEAfety First’
were two of the events to emerge from this process. Both were designed to
motivate people to take a pledge to protect the ocean, thus improving Ocean
Literacy while testing the application of the SIPP toolkits in promoting Ocean
Literacy and engaging the general public.

Key information

As part of the ‘Message in a Bottle’ campaign, different organisations
including schools, associations, diving clubs, families, aquariums, natural
parks and a residence for the elderly from across Spain have made pledges
to take small actions to better protect the ocean. Six bottles filled with
parchment challenging the participants to change their relation to the ocean
travelled across Spain, from one participant to the next.
The SIPP event for Belgium (SEAfety First) – dealing with beach safety comprises a series of events and product developments which are still
ongoing.

Key metrics

The ‘Ideas contest’ resulted in 67 videos being submitted. The winning
ideas were used to run seven events across Europe.
‘Message in a Bottle’ (#MensajeBotella17) had over 50 different
participating organisations across Spain, who contributed to a large
media presence and online reach for the duration of the campaign. This
encompassed, from 8 June to 24 November 2017: one TV newsflash,
three national level radio interviews, six national online newspapers,
and four regional newspapers (both online and paper). The methodology
and results were presented at EMSEA 2017 in Malta. Overall, this campaign
involved more than 10,000 people around Spain.
The buddy campaign in Belgium received large coverage in the national
media on 31 May and 1 June 2017 (three national and regional
newspapers, three national level radio interviews, and two TV
newsflashes). It went hand in hand with a World Ocean Day event
(‘SEAfety First’) in Ostend on 8 June 2017, attended by 200 citizens.
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Goal 2: Promote
Overview

Impacts

The activities undertaken in ‘Message in a Bottle’ and the ‘Buddy Campaign’
are concrete examples of how the SIPP toolkits can be translated to real actions
that engage citizens and improve Ocean Literacy through fun activities. They
show the benefits of following the SIPP philosophy in order to create a broader
impact in society.
The buddy campaign on beach safety shows how a ‘butterfly effect’ can be
created: intermediary players (Education and Outreach workers) promoting
and motivating grassroots input can together create momentum and pull the
attention of the media. As a result of this increased presence, governance actors
are more willing to get involved in the discussion on beach safety.

More information

Message in a Bottle: www.mensajeenunabotella.info
SEAfety First: to be published; one part of the activities visible at
www.vliz.be/seafetyfirst/

The SIPP process and outreach campaigns will be included in a
scientific paper:
McHugh, P., Domegan, C., Devaney, M. and Hastings, G. (2015) D2.2a
– A Set of Sea Change Guiding Principles and Protocols.
EU Sea Change Project, Whitaker Institute, NUI Galway, Ireland.
Contact person(s)

SIPPs Toolkits:
Christine Domegan (christine.domegan@nuigalway.ie)
Message in a Bottle: Alba Tojeiro (albatojeiro@submon.org) and Carla A.
Chicote (carlachicote@submon.org; +34 93 213 58 49)
Hazards & Goods of the Sea: Jan Seys (Jan.Seys@vliz.be; +32 59 34 21 40)

Proposed next steps

A report on the successful ‘Message in a Bottle’ campaign is to be expected
by the end of the Sea Change project. The ‘Buddy Campaign’ in Belgium is
still ongoing.

Media

Message in a Bottle:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kll3o3uHl2M&feature=youtu.be
SEAfety First (buddy campaign):
www.vliz.be/seafetyfirst/wereldoceaandag-nagenieten
www.vliz.be/nl/multimedia/vliz-events?album=5125
www.standaard.be/cnt/dmf20170531_02905438
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© Claudio Marcelo Alonso Jirón: Chilé's entry in the Ce De Pesca 'Sustainable Fishing = Healthy Oceans' competition
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03

Engage
Goal 3:
ENGAGE in a dialogue with key actors of the international marine
governance system on the links between human health and the
health of the ocean, in order to improve decision making and policy
development: involving consultations with members of the European
parliament, national politicians and intergovernmental organisations and
enhancing the science-policy interface to support ocean governance.

Achievements:
1. Mobilising Marine Governance in Europe: Findings and recommendations as a guide for
integrating Ocean Literacy into European Marine Policy.
2. An analysis of the science-policy interfaces in international and European marine policies,
using the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 14 (Conserve and sustainably use
the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development) as a case study.
3. Factsheets: ‘Human Health and the Ocean, What's the Connection?’ Focus on key messages
to policy stakeholders, communicating that the marine environment has a major bearing
on current and future human health and wellbeing, and public health more broadly.
4. Training ‘Sea Change Agents’: Sea Change trained the partnership and those interested
in environmental behaviour change to work “with” different audiences, including citizens
and policy makers, to empower them in making Ocean Literate decisions and choices and
taking action.
5. Whitaker Institute Policy Brief Series: A series of policy briefs based on Social Innovation,
Participation and Processes (SIPP) work undertaken in Sea Change, aiming for publicsector innovation and reform in relation to Ocean Literacy. Specific themes focus on:
Mapping Policy Interfaces for Marine Litter; Mobilising a European Sea Change in Teaching
12- to 19- Year-Olds about the Ocean; and Irish Ocean Conversations: Co-Creating an
Ocean-Literate Society.
6. Roadmap to effective science-society-policy interface in the field of ocean governance:
Ocean Literacy as a tool in the science-society-policy interface to help shape informed
ocean citizens who can contribute to changing the way science, society and policy work
together to collaboratively solve marine issues.
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Case study: Engage

A roadmap for an effective science-society-policy interface in the field of
ocean governance: a participatory approach to creating a Sea Change
in European Marine Policy.

Target audience

Policy actors, general public, educators, students, media.

Need addressed

Effective global environmental governance relies on scientific information
about the problem at stake and the management options for decisionmakers. Efficient science-society-policy interfaces are thus considered
as key elements of environmental governance and must include citizens
and the public. Ocean Literacy can be a tool in this science-society-policy
interface to help shape informed ocean or marine citizens who
can contribute to such processes.

Approach taken

The first phase of the development of the Sea Change science-societypolicy interface was done by interviewing almost twenty governance
actors from Ireland, the UK, Portugal and Belgium, and three Members of
the European Parliament (MEPs). The aim of the interviews was to elicit the
governance actors’ views on what factors could lead to a change in the way
science, society and policy work together to solve the marine litter problem,
an urgent marine issue which requires a collaborative approach.
Fuzzy cognitive mapping (FCM) was used to elicit the governance actors’
views, and to analyse their environmental perceptions and beliefs. Through
the analysis of the FCMs it was possible to define the following priority areas
of action for the Sea Change roadmap:
• Public engagement in marine governance
• Media engagement in marine governance
• Marine citizenship
• Bringing Ocean Literacy into the circular economy debate and action
Four participatory scenario workshops were organised in Belgium,
Greece, Portugal and the UK to build on these priority areas. Around 60
stakeholders came together to identify the most probable scenarios, and
therefore actions, to be implemented in the short, medium and long term.
It was also possible to identify key actors to involve and engage with in the
future to be able to successfully put the roadmap into practice.

Key information

The final resource developed is a roadmap for a science-society-policy
interface in ocean governance. The overarching message of the Sea Change
roadmap is that the disconnect between science, society and policy can
also be understood as a knowledge-governance gap caused by structural,
functional, cultural and political disjuncture between knowledge and
governance. This gap constrains enablers from implementing knowledge
into management regimes. There is a need for new mechanisms to close the
knowledge-behaviour-action gap.
Here there is a clear role for Ocean Literacy in ocean governance as a social
and adaptive learning approach. Social learning implies the capacity to
reframe major problems by incorporating values, culture and politics.
Social learning can contribute an integrative function by enhancing network
governance, alleviating uncertainty and building the structural conditions
for good governance.
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Key metrics

A total of 80 stakeholders from five countries (Belgium, Greece, Ireland,
Portugal and the UK) were involved in the consultation workshops and
interviews.

Impacts

A ‘Plan of Action’ linked to the Sea Change legacy will help define activities
to enhance the effectiveness of the science-society-policy interface in the
marine governance context moving forward.

More information

Will be made available online, please keep an eye on
www.seachangeproject.eu for more information

Contact person(s)

Francesca Santoro (f.santoro@unesco.org)

© Willy Alejandro Hernández Chinarro: 3rd Prize Winner in Ce De Pesca's
'Sustainable Fishing = Healthy Oceans' Photography Competition
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04

Collaborate
Goal 4:
COLLABORATE with transatlantic partners in Canada and the US: to
bring about a global approach to protecting the planet’s shared ocean.

Achievements:
1. Sea Change recommendations for improving Ocean Literacy: provided to the USA
Subcommittee on Ocean Science and Technology (SOST).
2. The Sea Change International Advisory Group (IAG): a model network for advancing global
Ocean Literacy partnerships.
3. A Sea Change for Ocean Literacy: co-exploring three key ocean topics and issues to
highlight their societal importance in the future, through international online seminars
on ocean and human health, aquaculture, and seabed mapping. Students gained an
understanding of the importance of mapping the ocean and identified key aspects of the
relationship between the ocean and human health.
4. Strengthening of pre-existing international Ocean Literacy related networks and
establishment of new ones as a cornerstone for the global approach needed to protect
the planet’s shared ocean. The Sea Change network now encompasses active key
stakeholders at all levels and transatlantic cooperation has been intensified through
regular collaboration with the United States National Marine Educators Association
(NMEA) and the Canadian Network of Ocean Educators (CaNOE).
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Case study: Collaborate

The Sea Change International Advisory Group (IAG).

Target audience

International Ocean Literacy stakeholders.

Need addressed

The Sea Change International Advisory Group served as a model for
advancing global Ocean Literacy partnerships.

Approach taken

The 12-member International advisory group (IAG), representing nine
countries, met bi-annually during the project period, with more frequent
meetings occurring among the IAG Chair, the Project Principles, and the
Sea Change Steering Committee.

Key information

Formal presentations and recommendations were delivered from the IAG
to the Sea Change Partners, Steering Committee, and General Assembly
over the course of the project.
The International Advisory Group (IAG) is an independent body consisting
of selected high-level experts drawn from a range of stakeholder
communities and representative organisations predominantly outside
Europe, who have knowledge and experience of Ocean Literacy and public
engagement with science.
These key US, Canadian and EU external stakeholders shared knowledge,
and provided guidance and feedback to the Sea Change project. They
informed the development of the project and supported transatlantic
cooperation by informing and reviewing frameworks used for other
outreach programmes and considering how best to evaluate, and
measure impact, across Sea Change.

Key metrics

The IAG established collaborations with the Consortium for Ocean Science
Education, Engagement and Exploration (COSEE), Global Ocean Science
Education and the UNESCO International Oceanographic Council
(UNESCO IOC).

Impacts

Sharing of effective practices at policy, programme management and
implementation levels, which enabled more effective Ocean Literacy
collaborations and network building at a global level.

More information

www.seachangeproject.eu/consortium-iag

Contact person(s)

Paula Keener (Paula.Keener@noaa.gov)

Proposed next steps

The IAG will merge with the Ocean Literacy Working Group of the ‘Atlantic
Ocean Research Alliance’ (AORA) to support the implementation of the
Galway Statement and legacy of Sea Change moving forward.
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Ensure
Goal 5:
ENSURE that efforts to sustain an Ocean Literate society in Europe
continue beyond the life of Sea Change through: codes of good practice,
public campaigns and other ongoing community activities.

Achievements:
1. The European Marine Science Educators Association (EMSEA): Founded to connect
European marine educators and scientists to provide a united effort to develop Ocean
Literacy in Europe, EMSEA is a catalyst for the development of Ocean Literacy in Europe.
2. A Sea Change Co-Creation Toolkit: A set of fundamental concepts and activities to cocreate a transformative ‘Sea Change’.
3. Bringing the ocean into our schools: Future implementation of a long-term ‘Blue Schools’
initiative for Europe to boost Ocean Literacy in the classroom.
4. A review of the ways of achieving societal change: A baseline investigation into the factors
that influence public perceptions of marine environmental issues.
5. Sustaining an Ocean Literate society in Europe into the future: through continuing
commitments of Sea Change partners to co-create behavioural change, specifically
through planned collaborative World Oceans Day activities.
6. Environmental behavioural change workshops: Sea Change developed and delivered
workshops, manuals and toolkits for environmental organisations working on
environment, community and/or social issues, enabling them to adopt and apply the Sea
Change co-creation principles in their daily work on an ongoing basis.
7. Established successful collaboration with the related European initiative ResponSEAble
(www.responseable.eu): ensuring Sea Change results will continue to be actively
promoted and used through this sister project.
8. Open Access to Sea Change resources: to facilitate the continued use and uptake of Sea
Change results, resources and concepts by all stakeholders, including through established
Ocean Literacy networks.
9. T
 he Sea Change Champions Ambassador programme: a programme that will actively
promote Ocean Literacy at community level across Europe.
10. S
 ea Change ‘Love the Ocean’ campaign (www.lovetheocean.eu): an online campaign to
encourage citizens to ‘Take one Action for the Ocean’ and make a real Sea Change. With
input from scientists and educators from a range of disciplines, the campaign provides
tips and useful resources on what citizens can do to make a difference.
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Case study: Ensure

The European Marine Science Educators Association (EMSEA)

Target audience

Marine science educators, scientists, policy makers.

Need addressed

EMSEA was founded in 2011 to connect European marine educators and
scientists to provide a united effort to develop Ocean Literacy in Europe
where none previously existed.

Approach taken

EMSEA was inspired by the United States' National Marine Educators
Association (NMEA) and became an official organisation with charitable
status in 2016. EMSEA aims to:
• Promote education and training in the fields of marine sciences
• Advance Ocean Literacy in Europe and worldwide
•R
 aise educator’s awareness of ocean issues and the need for a sustainable
future for our coasts, seas and ocean
• Improve the quality of marine sciences education
•T
 o function as a platform for sharing and disseminating information
and expertise among its members

Key information

EMSEA’S main activities are to:
• Develop and promote good practice in marine science education
•P
 articipate in collaborative projects concerned with Ocean Literacy
and the teaching of marine sciences
•P
 rovide a forum for the discussion of marine science education and
Ocean Literacy
• Organise EMSEA conferences, courses and workshops for its members

Key metrics

EMSEA has organised an annual conference since 2013 starting in
Plymouth, followed by Gothenburg (2014), Crete (2015), Belfast (2016) and
Malta (2017). Approximately 100 delegates attended each conference.
The Association has also established regional sea groups in the North
Sea and English Channel, Mediterranean and Baltic. EMSEA-Med have
produced the Mediterranean Sea Literacy document adapting the Ocean
Literacy principles to the Mediterranean Sea. EMSEA has 3,414 followers on
its Facebook page and over 500 followers on Twitter (@Emseassociation).

Impacts

EMSEA has been a catalyst for the development of Ocean Literacy in
Europe. The Association was involved in organising the first Ocean Literacy
conference in Europe, which led to significant developments in Ocean
Literacy with the inclusion of Ocean Literacy in the Galway Statement, which
consequently led to transatlantic Blue Growth funding calls under the EU
Horizon 2020 programme. Sea Change and ResponSEAble were the two
strategic projects funded to help implement Ocean Literacy in Europe.
EMSEA conferences provide opportunities for practitioners to share their
experiences and resources and develop new initiatives. EMSEA is also
involved in Global Ocean Literacy developments through its work networks
such as the National Marine Educators Association (NMEA) and the Asia
Marine Educators Association (AMEA).
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More information

www.emsea.eu

Contact person(s)

Ms Fiona Crouch (EMSEA President): Please contact Fiona Crouch via the
contact form at: www.emsea.eu/contact.php

Proposed next steps
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© Fiona Crouch (MBA)

In 2016 EMSEA became a legal entity under Belgian law to enable the
Association to obtain funding to further develop Ocean Literacy in Europe
and be a potential partner in other Horizon 2020 projects. EMSEA is a key
element of the Sea Change legacy with the remit to continue to promote
and develop the work of the project through the Network. EMSEA has also
recently launched a paid membership scheme to provide resources to
develop initiatives such as teacher training.

Sea Change Key Achievements: Goal 5: Ensure
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06

Create
Goal 6:
CREATE innovative learning resources relating to the links between
the planet’s ocean and human health: by developing innovative learning
resources related to ocean health (e.g. iBook, computer games with
CoderDojo) and an online directory for best marine practices.

Achievements:
1. S
 ea Change marine science iBook entitled ‘Harmful Algal Blooms’: An innovative learning
tool developed to encourage Ocean Literacy, specifically targeted at secondary school
students to augment students’ ocean literacy, anchored by maritime pedagogical content.
2. S
 ea Change CoderDojo – co-creating innovative Ocean Literacy learning tools: A Sea Change
game design challenge that invited CoderDojo members aged 7-18 years to develop tech
games using the latest gaming technologies to raise awareness of ocean issues.
3. S
 ea Change Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) ‘From ABC to ABSeas: Ocean Literacy for
all’: The MOOC offers educators innovative ways to teach Ocean Literacy and is available
on the European Multiple MOOC Aggregator (EMMA), http://bit.ly/2clUkzH – in several
languages.
4. S
 ea Change animation ‘Increasing Ocean Literacy’: Available on Vimeo (https://vimeo.
com/139562761), this animation about Ocean Literacy highlights the importance of
protecting the ocean by making choices that are more ‘ocean-friendly’.
5. A
 Sea Change Co-Creation Toolkit: A set of fundamental concepts and activities to co-create
a transformative ‘Sea Change’.
6. T
 he Sea Change Ocean EDGE (European Database of Good Examples in marine education
and outreach): An Open Access online platform containing a collection of educational
resources and activities that serve as an inspiration to help sharing ocean knowledge to any
type of audience (www.seachangeproject.eu/seachange-about-4/campaign/sea-changedatabase).
7. T
 he Sea Change ‘Our Ocean, Our Health’ public awareness campaign: Generated to improve
public awareness of the intrinsic links between ocean health and human health, the
campaign included several Sea Change produced videos (‘Our Ocean, Our Oxygen’ and six
different call to action ‘Make a Sea Change’ videos), infographics (Make a small change for
Sea Change, Microbeads, Marine Plastics), Factsheets (‘Human Health and the Ocean: What's
the connection?’), posters (including a poster illustrating 500 years of ocean change), and
World Ocean Day fishy fact cards.
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Case study: Create

The Sea Change public awareness campaign of interconnectedness
of seas, ocean and human health: ‘Our Ocean, Our Health’.

Target audience

European citizens.

Need addressed

A central aim of the Sea Change project was to generate a ‘Sea Change’
in the way that European citizens view their relationship with the sea, by
raising awareness of the intrinsic links between ocean and human health.
By empowering them, as ‘Ocean Literate’ citizens, it was anticipated that
citizens would take direct and sustainable action towards a healthy ocean,
healthy communities and ultimately a healthy planet.
To achieve this ‘Sea Change’ in attitudes, it was recognised that a campaign
was needed to both inform and inspire citizens to act more responsibly
towards the ocean in their daily lives.

Approach taken

The ‘Our Ocean, Our Health’ campaign was designed to demonstrate the
relevance of the Ocean in the lives of all citizens, by demonstrating the
interconnectedness of seas, ocean and human health. The campaign
emphasises the vital role of the ocean in making life on Earth possible and
enforces the need to manage our ocean resources sustainably.
A two-tiered approach was taken to this campaign, using social marketing
techniques developed in Sea Change to:
1. R
 aise public awareness around the interconnectedness of seas, ocean and
human health, and to inspire European citizens to care about the welfare of
their ocean resources, leading to improved Ocean Literacy.
2. To send out a call to action to citizens to adopt responsible decisionmaking with regard to our shared ocean resources, and to ensure their
sustained health into the future, thus leading to behavioural change.

Key information

A number of assets and resources were developed to improve awareness
of the importance of healthy oceans amongst the wider public, by
illustrating the intrinsic links between ocean health and human health.
These included:
ʻHuman Health and the Ocean: What's the connection?’
Factsheets and Animation

»
»

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

WHAT DO WE MEAN WHEN WE TALK ABOUT
HUMAN HEALTH AND THE OCEAN?

Humans have altered and will continue to alter their environment,
while remaining dependent upon marine ecosystems as resources
of food, water and materials. Human populations are both moving
to, and growing in coastal areas globally. Consequently, there is an
increased reliance on, and use of, these coastal resources, ranging
from fishing and aquaculture activities to desalination for drinking
water and recreational use of beaches and coastal areas.

There is increasing recognition that the health of the ocean
is inextricably linked to human health and wellbeing in a
number of ways. In other words, the marine environment
impacts human health. These impacts are a complex mixture of
negative influences (e.g. from extreme weather events such as
cyclones to water-borne illnesses and pollution) and beneficial
factors (e.g. from natural products including seafood to marine
renewable energy and wellbeing from interactions with coastal
environments).

Increasing our knowledge of the connections between human health
and the ocean has many public health applications, ultimately allowing
us to:
• improve our understanding of the potential public health benefits
from marine and coastal ecosystems;
• reduce the burden of human disease linked with marine
environmental causes; and
• anticipate new threats to public health before they become serious.

Humans also impact the ocean in a number of ways. Through
our activities, including pollution and overfishing, as well as
global climate change, we are directly and indirectly affecting
the health of the ocean. This in turn has significant implications
for human health, particularly if future potential medicines from
the seas, as well as important sources of protein in seafood, are
lost due to contamination as a result of human activity and the
effects of climate change.
Considering these factors together, the study of human health
and the ocean is the study of all the ways in which the ocean
influences our health and wellbeing, and in turn, how we
influence the health of the ocean.

» WHAT ARE THESE FACTSHEETS FOR?
With these factsheets, we want to communicate the idea that
the marine environment, its structure and processes have a major
bearing on current and future human health and wellbeing, and
public health more broadly. We also want to spread the message that
we all share the responsibility of looking after the ocean and it is in
our own interests to do so. By taking small actions and changing our
habits we can make a big difference.
With this in mind, each of these 5 factsheets explores a different
topic and explains how human health and the ocean are connected.
In addition, each factsheet suggests ‘ocean-friendly’ actions that you
can take.
We now have an opportunity to mitigate and prevent further
destruction of the ocean environment, and in turn, protect the health
of current and future generations of humans and other organisms.

Remember
N
OUR OCEATH
OUR HEAL

The animation and factsheets highlight five principle ways that ocean health
is linked to human health, through: food, climate regulation, medicine,
pollution, and the ‘Blue Gym’ effect.
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Key information
(continued)

Videos - ‘Our Ocean, Our Oxygen’

A central aspect of the campaign was a video which was developed to improve
awareness of the interconnectedness of seas, ocean and human health
amongst European citizens. The video, titled ‘Our Ocean, Our Oxygen’ enforced
the fact that the ocean provides us with much of the oxygen we breathe. The
video was widely disseminated and used to introduce various Sea Change
activities. The video was subtitled to maximise its reach across Europe.
A variety of printed materials were also produced to support the
campaign, including:
• Our Ocean, Our Health factsheets
• Ocean Literacy posters & factsheets
• A Poster illustrating 500 years of ocean change
• World Oceans Day fishy fact cards
• Sea Change Stickers
Did you know?
Substances from marine plants and
animals are used in scores of products,
including medicine, ice cream,
toothpaste, fertilizers, gasoline, shampoo
& cosmetics, livestock feed, and more.

www.seachangeproject.eu
fishy.indd 1

27/05/16 14:57

These were followed by a number of informative videos which showed citizens
how they can make a positive difference to ocean protection in their daily lives.
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Key information
(continued)

These were accompanied by a series of infographics, as well as additional
infographics illustrating issues such as microbeads and marine plastics.
PLASTICS IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT
DID YOU KNOW?

80% of marine plastic
waste comes from
land-based
sources.

More than 8 million tonnes
of plastic waste enters
the ocean every year.

Plastic is very slow to break down in the ocean.
It breaks down into smaller and smaller pieces.
Pieces of plastic less than 5 mm wide are called
“MICROPLASTICS”.

≈ one
truckload
every minute

Larger plastic can affect fish and wildlife
through choking, ingestion or
entanglement.

Dissolved contaminants from the
water can adhere to the surface of
microplastics.

Microplastics can be ingested and
retained by filter feeders such as shellfish.

Although some research suggests that microplastics don't currently pose a significant health risk for humans, more research is needed.

YOU CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE
WITH THESE
EASY STEPS . . .

USE REUSABLE
SHOPPING BAGS

CHOOSE REUSABLE
PLATES AND METAL
CUTLERY

RECYCLE PLASTIC
WASTE

NEVER FLUSH
PLASTIC DOWN
THE TOILET

CARRY
YOUR OWN
REUSABLE WATER
BOTTLE AND COFFEE CUP

CHOOSE PACKAGE-FREE
FOODS OR THOSE IN
BIODEGRADABLE
PACKAGING
O- !
CR S!!
MI AD
BE

AVOID
PLASTIC
STRAWS

AVOID
PRODUCTS
WITH MICROBEADS
CHECK THE LABEL - DOWNLOAD THE APP
GET.BEATTHEMICROBEAD.ORG/

Key metrics

DO A #2MINUTEBEACHCLEAN
HTTPS://BEACHCLEAN.NET/

MAKE A SEA CHANGE TO PROTECT OUR OCEAN:
HTTP://SEACHANGEPROJECT.EU/takeaction
JOIN THE CONVERSATION ON TWITTER:
#OUROCEANOURHEALTH

For sources, see: http://seachangeproject.eu/MarinePlastics

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 652644. This output
reflects the views only of the author(s), and the European Union cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

Social media insights
• 130,000+ video plays on social media (Vimeo, Facebook, Twitter)
• 100,000 visitors to Sea Change website
• Over 500 resource downloads
•8
 ,892 campaign press release clicks and 35,697 press release
clicks for the entire project
• 400,000+ people reached with the ‘Love the Ocean’ campaign

Impacts

The assets developed served to directly target and engage with European
citizens. As assets were released during the campaign, calls to action were
also included asking citizens to pledge or commit to responsible behaviour in
relation to the Oceans.

More information

www.seachangeproject.eu

Contact person(s)

Emer Cooney (emer@aquatt.ie)

Proposed next steps

All resources that have been developed as part of the ‘Our Ocean, Our Health’
campaign will be available to download free from the Sea Change website
for a period of 5 years following the closure of the project in February 2018.
These resources will continue to provide value long into the future, as they will
be made publicly available via a new, open-access European Ocean Literacy
portal that is presently under development.
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SUMMARY OF IMPACT

Individual initiatives with isolated impact have been
found to be inadequate to address the broader
challenge of achieving sustained behavioural change
in wider society. One of the most important aspects
of the work undertaken by Sea Change has been to
use a collective approach to address the challenge
of improving Ocean Literacy across Europe, and to
evaluate the effectiveness of this approach using a
tailored Collective Impact Assessment Framework.
The impact assessment framework draws on relevant
EU and North American frameworks and includes
traditional assessments of events and resource
outputs, and also social innovation indicators to
measure improvements in knowledge, networks,
system dynamics, as well as more intangible variables
such as trust, commitment and learning. This work
evaluates the successful contribution of the Sea
Change project as a whole, as well individual project
activities, to the advancement of Ocean Literacy in
Europe across the three focus areas of: Education,
Marine Governance, and Public Engagement.
Education
The Sea Change partnership has successfully
implemented the collective approach to empower
educators with insights, training, assets and
solutions, and set the wheels in motion for
Ocean Literacy to be integrated into European
school curricula and marine educational policy.
Consultations held across Europe provide unique
country-specific insights into barriers and solutions
to teaching teenagers about the Ocean. A Sea Change
Co-Creation Toolkit developed under Sea Change
has empowered the Sea Change partnership and
transformed them into a powerful collaborative
network of behavioural change agents, that will
continue to collaborate on Ocean Literacy initiatives
into the future. Innovative educational tools that
have been created and tested by the Sea Change
project, including online courses, iBooks, educational
games and apps, continue to be utilised by educators
across Europe, and the establishment of EMSEA as a
legal entity will ensure that European educators will
continue to have a forum to share and collaborate on
their Ocean Literacy endeavours into the future.
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Marine Governance
In the policy context, it is anticipated that creating
a more Ocean Literate society in Europe will result
in increased interest in, understanding of, and
engagement with marine policy. Sea Change
conducted the first evaluation of Ocean Literacy
content in European Marine Policy and presented
recommendations to increase this content. Sea
Change partners held dialogues with policy actors
which revealed their level of awareness of popular
marine issues, such as marine litter, and investigated
their views on solutions to these problems.
A strong science-policy interface is considered to
be a key element of environmental governance, and
Ocean Literacy can be a tool in this science-societypolicy interface to help shape marine citizenship.
The reports produced from Sea Change work provide
a valuable analysis of the science-policy interface
mechanisms of global and regional agreements
pertaining to fisheries, pollution, biodiversity and
climate change in the ocean, and also assesses their
strengths and weaknesses. Consultations with 30
stakeholders contributed to the further development
of the initial reports to produce a roadmap for the
science-society-marine policy interface as a guide for
policymakers for future policy developments.
Public Engagement
The Sea Change project reached out to the public
at over 200 events and conferences around Europe.
Building on a baseline review of the ways to achieve
societal change, a co-creation toolkit using Social
Innovation Participation and Process (SIPPs)
concepts and activities formed the basis for a series
of innovative outreach and engagement events
across seven European countries. A series of outreach
and engagement events were also held by thirdparty organisations in 29 countries for coexploration
seminars, six countries for third party events and
seven countries for SIPP events on both sides of the
Atlantic, reaching a total audience figure of over
165,000 across all Sea Change outreach events.
These innovative approaches were tested for their
effectiveness to ensure that successful approaches
could be replicated. This offers a unique and valuable

Sea Change Key Achievements: Summary of Impact

insight into the effectiveness of innovative social
engagement and marketing methods that have been
tested in a variety of settings and amongst varied target
audiences, allowing this work to be built upon in the
future. The numbers and figures arising from these
analyses are impressive. Resources such as the Ocean
Edge Directory, an online guide for marine best practise
developed under Sea Change, were utilised by roughly
360 visitors per month, and the Sea Change website
received 100,000 visits and recorded over 500 resource
downloads. The networks built over the duration of
the project grew from 873 organisations in the first 18
months to 1,534 after 30 months.

© Fiona Crouch (MBA)

The central aim of the Sea Change project was to
generate a ‘Sea Change’ in the way that European
citizens view their relationship with the sea, by raising
awareness of the intrinsic links between ocean and
human health. Resources created under the ‘Our
Ocean, Our Health’ campaign included nine videos
and animations which received over 130,000 plays.
In addition there were twelve infographics, seven
posters and factsheets which had over 500 downloads.
Cumulatively, project press releases were read by
35,697 people over the project duration The ‘Our
Ocean, Our Health’ campaign, along with a more recent
‘Love the Ocean’ public awareness campaign, reached
over 400,000 people via social media (Facebook,
Twitter and LinkedIn, Instagram and Thunderclap).
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CONCLUSION

Science shows that human health is dependent
upon ocean health, and it is therefore critical that
the numerous free ecosystem services that our
ocean provides are sustained for future generations.
This can only be achieved if citizens, educators and
policymakers understand the importance of the ocean
in their lives, and how their day-to-day actions impact
on the ocean and its benefits. Ultimately, Sea Change
is about positively influencing our behaviour and our
choices, and Ocean Literacy encourages a sense of
responsibility towards taking action for sustainable
management of our shared ocean.

The accomplishments that have emerged from the three
years of Sea Change work form the basis for securing
funding for future work in advancing Ocean Literacy in
Europe and beyond. Sea Change has illustrated that much
can be achieved using a collective and creative approach,
but also that there is much more work to be done.

Creating sustained behavioural change is recognised
to be a problem. Sea Change has brought together
a diverse group of people and sectors to match the
diversity and complexity of this challenge. Empowered
as a network of ‘Sea Change agents’, the Sea Change
partnership have initiated an Ocean Literacy movement
across Europe that will continue to grow beyond the
lifetime of the project in a multitude of ways.

Sea Change deliverables and achievements form the
basis for continued work that, with support, can further
advance the Ocean Literacy movement in Europe. This
continued work is critical to achieving sustainable
management of Europe’s marine environment, and
to meet the requirements of the Marine Strategy
Framework Directive and the criteria underpinning
Sustainable Development Goal 14.

The resources and educational tools developed by
Sea Change will continue to be utilised by educators,
citizens and policymakers into the future. These
resources will be integrated into an open-access
common European Ocean Literacy portal to provide
a central repository for Ocean Literacy materials. The
work of Sea Change will continue to be promoted by
partner project ResponSEAble throughout its lifetime,
and the European Marine Science Educators Association
(EMSEA) will continue to offer support to science
educators and seek to establish a European network of
Blue Schools, building on the modules that have been
developed and tested during the Sea Change project,
and provided to the Foundation for Environmental
Education (FEE).

The achievements of the Sea Change project would
not have been possible without the passion, creativity,
dedication and commitment of the multidisciplinary
international partnership, the third parties and the
International Advisory Group. We must also recognise
the role of the many citizens and stakeholders
that engaged with the project and bought into the
philosophy and values of the project.

The Sea Change consortium will continue to collaborate
as co-creators of societal change at events such as
World Oceans Day. An ambassador programme is
under development, which will engage actors at the
community level and is intended to grow the social
movement that has been initiated by other Sea Change
outreach activities. The strong and diverse European
and Trans-Atlantic networks that have been established
over the past three years will endure and will be further
built upon via the AORA Ocean Literacy working group
(www.atlanticresource.org). AORA will also work to
strengthen industry links to improve Ocean Literacy in
the maritime private sector, which is critical to achieving
cross-sectoral sustainable use of our
marine environment.
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The progress achieved to date now needs to be built
upon, scaled up and improved in response to the
urgency of the problems to be solved, and to catalyse
global change at a systems level that will protect our
oceans and the people who depend on them.

The Sea Change consortia would also like to recognise
the commitment of the European Commission to
support sustainable Blue Growth and in turn fund
initiatives on Ocean Literacy such as Sea Change and
ResponSEAble. It is a recognition that increasing Ocean
Literacy in European citizens is an essential enabling
component to helping achieve Blue Growth.
A separate but complementary legacy brochure has
been developed to present some of the key insights
gained from three years of Sea Change work, and
provides recommendations on the next steps necessary
in advancing Ocean Literacy in Europe.
Sea Change has started a ripple of change, and we
want this ripple to grow, expand, and lead to a wave
of change in the way that all Europeans relate to
our oceans.
Join the movement at www.seachangeproject.eu.

Content for this Key Achievements booklet was generated and compiled by Sea Change. Editing, proofing and design was carried out by AquaTT
– David Murphy, Marieke Reuver, Emer Cooney, Eva Greene, Olivia Daly, Alan Shalvey, Peadar O’Raifeartaigh, and Anne-Marie Williams.
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Annex 1: Supplementary Case Studies
Introduction
This Annex is intended to supplement Part I of this deliverable by presenting a number of additional examples
of Sea Change achievements under each of the six Sea Change goals. The following supplementary case
studies provide further insight into the diverse array of accomplishments and work undertaken by the Sea
Change consortium to advance Ocean Literacy across the three key focus areas: Education, Marine
Governance and Public Engagement.
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GOAL 1: EMPOWER educators, students and educational communities to help integrate and
promote Ocean Literacy principles: through mobilisation activities such as teacher training, and by
developing a Blue Schools initiative inspired by the success of eco-schools in Europe.
Case Study 2:
Empower

Sea Change Massive Open Online Course (MOOC): ‘From ABC to ABSeas:
Ocean Literacy for all’.

Target audience

General public, educators, students, policymakers and media.

Need addressed

Education serves as a high-potential channel to reach young citizens. A lack of
‘Ocean Literacy’ has been identified in populations across Europe, and this clearly
presents a barrier for citizens to engage in ‘ocean-responsible’ behaviour or consider
ocean-related careers.
To overcome this, there is a need to develop a variety of educational strategies that
provide learners with the capacity to understand environmental issues,
to participate in decision-making processes and to bring about changes in
behaviour.

Approach taken

The Ocean Literacy (OL) Framework was originally developed by scientists and
educators from the ocean sciences education community in the USA. This
framework presupposes that the public will be both knowledgeable and concerned
about marine issues and that this will result in responsible behaviour towards their
shared marine resources. Participation in environmental education has been
identified as the most important predictor of environmental behaviour. Developing
Ocean Education is therefore a logical step to develop a more ocean-literate public
and enhance marine citizenship.
This first Ocean Literacy MOOC aims to enable teachers to incorporate ocean
literacy into educational programmes.

Key information

The MOOC offers educators innovative ways to teach Ocean Literacy. Six modules
were developed and made available online for free. These modules focused on the
following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introduction to Ocean Literacy
Principles of Ocean Literacy
Ocean Literacy in the Classroom
How to organise hands-on activities on Ocean and Climate
How to organise hands-on activities on Seafood, Pollution, and Human
Health
6. Blue Gym effect and the ocean as a source of human medicine
Key metrics

The MOOC achieved 450 Enrolments, 227 Facebook likes & 229 followers, and an
80% approval rating.
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Impacts

Participants can take the Ocean Literacy principles and concepts into their
classrooms using different pedagogical approaches: interdisciplinary, integrated by
nature, enquiry-based and hands-on learning.
More specifically, participants can:
•
•
•

Improve their understanding of the importance of the ocean to
humankind
Enhance their ability to communicate about the ocean in a
meaningful way
Develop their ability to make informed and responsible
decisions regarding the ocean and its resources

Where to find it

The MOOC is available on the European Multiple MOOC Aggregator
(EMMA), http://bit.ly/2clUkzH in several languages.

Contact person(s)

Francesca Santoro (f.santoro@unesco.org)

Proposed next
steps

To ensure that it is maintained into the future, the MOOC content will be moved to
the IOC-UNESCO Ocean Teacher Global Academy platform and will be continually
developed over time.

Video/ photos with
captions/
narrative/ image
rights

Ocean Literacy Rich Picture according to one of the MOOC students (©Sea Change)
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Case study 3:
Empower

Sea Change Blue Schools Teaching Modules: New modules for educators,
teachers and school administrators that will aid in the uptake of Ocean Literacy
in European school curricula.

Target audience

Schools, educators, school networks and youths.

Need addressed

One of the aims of Sea Change was to develop modules that would support the ‘Blue
Schools’ concept as a long-term empowering initiative that would aid the uptake of
Ocean Literacy in European school curricula, and to accompany existing
environmental/green school initiatives. The concept was inspired by the need to
have more ocean content in school education for all ages.

Approach taken

The Blue School concept draws upon the successful Eco-Schools and Blue Flag
certifications and aims to empower school communities to become responsible and
aware while acting toward marine sustainability through learning. The Sea Change
consortium liaised with the Foundation for Environmental Education (FEE), to create
Sea Change Blue Schools resources. This approach helped to maximise the long-term
legacy impact of these resources. It is hoped that the relationship that has been built
with FEE, a longstanding highly respected environmental education organisation
may lead to future collaborations.

Key information

FEE currently offers Eco-Schools modules related to approximately ten different
topics. They suggested that Sea Change could work with them to develop a ‘Marine
and Coast’ module that could be incorporated into their Eco-Schools portfolio of
materials. Sea Change partners in eight countries were therefore allocated a number
of different modules, from which they produced four teaching modules to be used
in the FEE's school networks. The four modules that were developed around ocean
topics for dissemination by FEE were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The ocean as planet earth's life support system
Seafood and human health
Marine pollution and human health
The Ocean – a treasure trove for human medicine, health and well-being

Sea Change also aimed at repackaging existing teaching materials addressing given
topics listed in the Ocean Edge Directory of Best Practices and from the U.S. Marine
Activities, Resources & Education (MARE) materials. The FEE agreed to distribute
this as one of their modules to the Eco-Schools interested in engaging in a marine
topic.
Key metrics

Feedback from FEE is pending relating to the uptake of the resources in participating
schools.

Impacts

Blue Schools discussions took place all around Europe, with a view to producing Blue
School Guidelines that identified what approach is recommended in each country to
pilot the Blue Schools concept. Pilot efforts took place in Portugal, where Blue
Schools are already established and working well with their own resources and staff
efforts independently of the Sea Change project. Support from Sea Change enabled
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the concept to gain momentum in Portugal, and this is seen as an exemplar for other
countries going forward.
FEE maintains an active network of 48,000 ’Eco-Schools’ in 58 countries, giving Sea
Change a chance to magnify the impact of this activity, and to create a compelling
legacy by embedding ocean literacy into the work of FEE.
With respect to the four FEE teaching modules produced, these will hopefully have
an impact through the worldwide representation of FEE national operators in 76
countries across all 7 continents.
More Information

The resources are available on the project website at:
http://seachangeproject.eu/resources

Contact person(s)

Martha Papathanassiou (mpapath@hcmr.gr)

Proposed next
steps

Secure funding to continue to develop the Blue Schools concept in collaboration
with Sea Change partners.
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GOAL 2: PROMOTE responsible behaviour of citizens towards the ocean and its resources: by
engaging with the wider public in various ways (e.g. citizen science programmes, developing innovative
mobilisation activities to show what a more Ocean Literate society could look like, outreach initiatives
at Sea Festivals etc.).
Case study 2:
Promote

Lessons learned from Sea Change Science & Sailor Cafés and intergenerational outreach events across Europe: Measurable insights into the
success factors relating to innovative formats for public engagement used in Sea
Change.

Target audience

Maritime stakeholders, educators, policymakers, science communicators, museums
and science festival organisers.

Need addressed

Science communicators are constantly seeking effective mechanisms for achieving
sustained behavioural change as a solution to known wicked problems, such as
declining ocean health. Outreach events which took place under Task 4.4 (Public
engagement across Europe through innovation) and the associated report (D.4.4)
address the need for insights into effective, innovative public engagement,
outreach, and mobilisation activities that illustrate what a more Ocean Literate
society could look like.

Approach taken

Task 4.4 was designed to devise and test innovative formats for public engagement
events that create transfer of knowledge and expertise relating to the state of the
seas and oceans. This work was also designed to challenge selected members of the
public to be an active part of that process, according to the Sea Change Co-Creation
Principles, and social and behavioural methodologies that were developed in WP2.
A number of third parties were tasked with organising diverse and novel outreach
activities that would promote knowledge exchange between different generations,
and people with varying experiences of the ocean.
The activities and associated report (D4.4) provide insights into the lessons learned
and key outcomes of these events.

Key information

The activities that took place included:
1. A Science Youth Camp (AHHAA, Estonia)
2. A Sea Festival (Muzeiko, Bulgaria)
3. A Sea Change interactive stand at the Niza Marathon (iQlandia, Czech
Republic)
4. A Sea Change Photography Competition ‘Sustainable Fishing = Healthy
Oceans’ (CeDePesca, Latin America)
5. An ‘Our Ocean, Our Health’ co-created Sea Change Educational Activity
(NAUSICAA, France).
6. Sea Change Live Science Shows (Aquarium Finisterrae, Spain)
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Examples:
Muzeiko’s Sea Change Ocean Weekend in Bulgaria was a three-day festival with
films, demonstrations and activities dedicated to outdoor sports and activities, with
a significant number of topics related to oceans, rivers and seas. The program
provided opportunity for inter-generational communication between children and
outdoor athletes through lectures and workshops. Moreover, a Sea Change game
was specifically developed for the event; children were invited to engage with
information about the everyday presence of the ocean in our life and collect stamps
from ocean–related workshops, films and activities.

iQLandia hosted its main Sea Change event in cooperation with the Nisa
Marathon, an annual canoe race on the river Nisa. A Sea Change stand was
set up at the race finish line offering water-related experiments and
informing the public about the project. The activities on offer focused on the
microscopy of aquatic algae and small animals and the connection of these
species with water quality. Water quality was also investigated during small
experiments using laboratory instruments. Samples of water from the Nisa
River were purified on the spot using various tools.
Fifteen teenagers from Estonia, Germany and Argentina supervised by AHHAA
instructors spent two and a half days in the middle of the largest South Estonian
wetlands to experience first-hand the effect of human activities on water
ecosystems and to gain new knowledge on the health of the oceans and marine
pollution. The event was framed with the information generated by the Sea Change
project, and children were encouraged to check the project website and materials
and to take action after the event. In their feedback, the youngsters noted they
would share the knowledge gained with friends and family and start paying more
attention to how their daily habits influence the ocean.
Key metrics

Metrics varied between the different activities, as some were designed to provide
an in-depth experience to small numbers of people (such as the science youth
camp), whereas others took the form of educational tools that were designed for
larger audiences.
The Muzeiko Ocean Weekend in Bulgaria was a notable success, demonstrating
good intergenerational uptake, both directly (with 3,000 direct visitors) and
indirectly (with 50,000 people reached through a communication campaign).

Impacts

Deliverable D4.4 captures lessons learned from the organisation of public
engagement activities across Europe and serves as source of knowledge and
inspiration for others who want to implement innovative formats in public outreach
about seas and oceans. Educators, science professionals and policymakers can use
the outputs to determine best practices for public engagement with their target
audiences.
A high level of familiarity in working with innovative social and behavioural
methodologies developed in WP2 was acquired by the staff of participating science
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centres, museums and aquaria. The workshop formats, games, and concepts
developed will continue to inspire the work carried out by their institutions.
Where to find it

www.seachangeproject.eu/resources

Contact person(s)

Cristina Paca (cpaca@ecsite.eu) - Task Leader and responsible for Ecsite Third-Party
Organisations.
WON Secretariat (info@worldoceannetwork.org) - regarding activities of WON
Third-Party Organisations.

Proposed next
steps

The deliverable report (D4.4) details the lessons learned from these activities and
provides comprehensive information about their design and delivery.
The third-party organisers of the events intend to run repeat events, as well as to
include Ocean Literacy in in their summer school programs. They also plan to use
the Ocean Edge Directory as a resource in the future.

Video/ photos

CeDePesca Photography Competition- First prize winner, Brazil – Trabajo de todos
los días 3 (Everyday Work 3) (© CeDePesca)
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iQlandia’s Sea Change Stand at the Nisa River Marathon in June 2017 (©iQlandia)

Students learning how to upcycle cartons during the AHHAA Youth Camp in Estonia
(©AHHAA)
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Case Study 3:
Promote

Crab Watch: A citizen science initiative that explores how citizen science can
be used as a tool for increasing Ocean Literacy.

Target audience

Education and Outreach professionals, general public, scientists, students, marine
scientists, climate change scientists, policy makers and media.

Need addressed

Individual action relies on the connection between individuals and their local
environment as a key rationale for personal involvement in environmental issues,
through invoking a sense of global ownership and responsibility that is actualised
locally. Crab Watch is a citizen science initiative that addresses the need for
improved awareness of local marine environments amongst the general public.

Approach taken

Crab Watch explores how citizen science can be used as a mechanism for increasing
Ocean Literacy. By providing a digital recording platform alongside supporting
material, Crab Watch offers an innovative way to entice the public to engage with
their ocean environment, while gathering valuable scientific data to support the
research community and environmental management.

Key information

Crab Watch was developed as an initiative that allows European citizens to go to the
beach and report, in a scientifically correct manner, the occurrence of crabs along
their coast. In this way, citizens contribute to an extensive European database of
crab sightings that will be useful for scientists as well as the wider public to consult
and analyse. Citizens learn about crabs and their habitats, and about science, while
contributing to our shared scientific knowledge.
Crab Watch provides an online information platform with species determination
guides and a downloadable app to use in the field. The initiative is being tested by
Sea Change, and its efficiency and benefit will be assessed and reported on.

Key metrics

Impacts

One month after its launch, Crab Watch was cited in an online newspaper in Ireland,
achieving over 20,000 views, as well as featuring in a radio interview. Since its
launch, citizens have been submitting data in Ireland and the UK, and educational
organisations are using Crab Watch assets and info sheets to support educational
activities with children.
•

•
•
•

Where to find it

Crab Watch helps educators and outreach professionals to teach children
and/or the general public about crabs, climate change and coastal
environments.
Crab Watch helps the general public to learn about crabs, their distribution
and changing environment, and to learn about scientific methodology.
Crab Watch helps scientists by providing data gathered by citizens for
analysis and publication.
Crab Watch helps policy makers to use scientists’ results based on this
citizen science project, for coastal zone management and decision making.

http://seachangeproject.eu/seachange-about-4/crab-watch
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Who to contact

Hannah Milburn (hanmil@mba.ac.uk)
Jan Seys (Jan.seys@vliz.be)

Photos

A student finds her first crab! (©MBA)

Students search for crabs using the Crab Watch app and guides (©MBA)
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Case study 4:
Promote

Sea Change Website and Social Media pages: Online platforms that encourage
active engagement in Ocean Literacy, and make all Sea Change results, outputs
and activities available to all stakeholders interested in Ocean Literacy.

Target audience

General audience.

Need addressed

A strong branding identity, central resource repository, and social media channels
were needed for the Sea Change project, to support a streamlined communication
strategy that represented the project’s core messages and to promote Ocean
Literacy to the wider public.

Approach taken

The Sea Change website was developed as a central vehicle for running and
promoting the ‘Our Ocean, Our Health’ campaign, to offer a platform for the
mobilisation work packages, and to provide an open-access repository for Sea
Change materials and resources. The site was designed to act as a feedback loop
that enabled all partners, target users and the wider public to feed into the project.
The website was launched in August 2015 and was revised in December 2017 to
better showcase the large volume of assets and resources developed during the
three-year project period. The new website features a central resource page that
allows users to filter resources based on audience (Educator, Policymaker, Citizen),
by resource type, and by campaign (e.g. Crab Watch, Love the Ocean).

Key Information

A portfolio of resources and tools were developed to facilitate promotional and
awareness-raising activities, including project brand materials, a website to act as a
central resource repository and feedback loop, and social media channels to allow
the wider public to interact with the project.
These include:
•
•
•
•

Key metrics

To date, the Sea Change website and social media pages have attracted:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts

Sea Change logo & Brand Guidelines
Sea Change website
Sea Change social media pages (Facebook, Twitter, Storify, Instagram,
Snapchat)
Love the Ocean campaign landing page

100,000+ Website views (Sea Change website)
2,390+ Facebook followers
2,500+ Twitter followers
17,000+ video views on Vimeo
200,000+ Facebook video views
800,000+ Landing page views (Love the Ocean landing page)

The internet plays an increasingly important role in our lives, with web and social
media platforms emerging as the dominant media channels worldwide. These
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platforms can be pivotal in allowing us to reach large audiences quickly and easily,
by creating a digital ‘word of mouth’ effect.
Given the large following and reach of over 2 million people that has been achieved
during the course of the project and its campaigns, it is clear that social media
activity and visits to the Sea Change website have contributed considerably to
promoting Ocean Literacy in Europe.
More Information

Website: www.seachangeproject.eu
Facebook: www.facebook.com/SeaChangeProjectEU/
Twitter: @SeaChange_EU
Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/seachangeproject
Instagram: Seachange.eu
Love the Ocean: www.lovetheocean.eu
Snapchat: Sea-change
Storify: Sea Change Project

Contact person(s)

Emer Cooney (emer@aquatt.ie)

Proposed next
steps

Resources that were developed under Sea Change will be publicly available and free
to download from the Sea Change website for a period of at least 5 years.
A pan-European Ocean Literacy portal is being developed to host these, and other
Ocean Literacy resources, for free use by the public.
An annual ‘Love the Ocean’ campaign is being investigated.

Photos/ Images

Sea Change Logo and Brand
Guidelines

Screenshot of Sea Change Website
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‘Love the Ocean’ Brand
Guidelines

Screenshot of ‘Love the Ocean’ landing
page
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Case study 5:
Promote

Training ‘Sea Change Agents’: Sea Change trained the partnership and those
interested in environmental behaviour change to work with different audiences,
including citizens and policy makers, to empower them in making Ocean Literate
decisions and taking action for the ocean.

Target audience

Educators and outreach professionals and policy makers.

Need addressed

There are known gaps between what people value about the ocean and their
behaviour which can impact negatively or positively on it. Influencing values and
actions requires ‘Sea Change’ not just by citizens but also by stakeholders such as
governance actors, teachers, marine experts, and businesses in society.
While education and traditional advertising can be effective in creating awareness,
numerous studies show that behaviour change rarely occurs as a result of simply
providing information, but rather through initiatives delivered at the community
level that remove barriers to an activity, while simultaneously enhancing that
activity’s benefits.
This toolkit begins the process of creating ownership for a new way of Sea Change
thinking and behaving, helping to close value-action gaps and generate Sea Change
synergies by defining a set of fundamental concepts and activities for environmental
behaviour change and engagement.

Approach taken

The design of the Sea Change Co-Creation Toolkit is an essential feature of the Sea
Change project. ‘Co-creation’ is achieved by the powerful network of behavioural
change agents who collaborate and cooperate under Sea Change to share
knowledge and build trust in innovative, scaled-out ideas and solutions to social
challenges.
The aim of the toolkit is to elevate and embed five fundamental co-creation
concepts and eight behavioural change and engagement tools within the Sea
Change Partnership. The Sea Change Co-Creation Toolkit emphasises who to
engage; what to work on together and how change happens.

Key information

The Sea Change Co-Creation Toolkit combines global best practice and original
research on Ocean Literacy, behavioural change and social innovation. The manual
begins the process of creating ownership for a new way of Sea Change thinking and
behaving.
The toolkit helps to design and delivering Environmental Behavioural Change
workshops to environmental non-profits/NGOs, public agencies and organisations
working on environment, community and/or social issues.
This toolkit and its corresponding workshops, supporting webinars, videos and
materials ensures that the five fundamental co-creation concepts and eight
behavioural change and engagement tools are implemented by all Sea Change
partners. Because this toolkit provided an important baseline methodology that
underpinned a variety of Sea Change activities, this case study is also featured under
the ‘Ensure’ goal heading.
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Key metrics

Survey feedback at the time of the training workshops showed that 85% of partners
thought that the purpose, content and structure, and quality of presenters was good
or very good. 95% of participants felt that they had learned a lot, and 85% agreed
that they would tell colleagues about their learnings.

Impacts

Science communicators are constantly challenged to find effective ways to solve
wicked problems and stimulate engagement and behavioural change. The Social
Innovation, Participation and Process (SIPP) workshops were central to the Sea
Change project, as they presented an innovative approach to stakeholder
engagement, establishing fundamental co-creation concepts and environmental
behavioural change and engagement tools that formed the strategy that
underpinned a variety of Sea Change mobilisation activities across Europe. The
workshops brought together all Sea change partners who embedded the toolkit into
their ongoing Sea Change work, as well as holding SIPP consultation workshops of
their own. These approaches offer insight into the effectiveness of innovative social
engagement and behavioural change methods that have been tested in a variety of
settings and amongst varied target audiences.

More Information

The toolkit and workshop notes are available on the Sea Change website:
http://seachangeproject.eu/images/SEACHANGE/SC_Results/Deliverable-D.2.2.pdf
http://seachangeproject.eu/images/SEACHANGE/SC_Results/D2.3Final.pdf

Contact person(s)

Patricia McHugh (patricia.mchugh@nuigalway.ie)
Christine Domegan (christine.domegan@nuigalway.ie)

Proposed next
steps

At the end of the project, an essential feature of the project legacy is a ‘Take and
Implement’ toolkit that has been issued for Ocean Literacy to live beyond Sea
Change.

Sea Change partners being trained as ‘Behavioural Change Agents’(©NUIG)
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GOAL 3: ENGAGE in a dialogue with key actors of the international marine governance system on
the links between human health and the health of the ocean, to improve decision making and
policy development: involving consultations with members of the European Parliament, national
politicians and intergovernmental organisations and enhancing the science-policy interface to support
ocean governance.
Case Study 2:
Engage

Mobilising Marine Governance in Europe: Findings and recommendations as
a guide for integrating Ocean Literacy into European marine policy.

Target audience

General public, educators, students, policymakers and media.

Need addressed

To ensure sustainable use of ocean resources, there is a need for both top–down
and bottom–up approaches that combine responsible policies with individual
behaviour change.
Low levels of Ocean Literacy can be a barrier for citizens to engage in
environmentally responsible behaviours. Sea Change addresses this by creating a
more ocean literate society in Europe, resulting in increased understanding of, and
engagement with, marine policy. The reviews produced under Deliverable 5.1 (D5.1)
fulfil the need to explore how Ocean Literacy is currently embedded in European
maritime policy, and to provide recommendations on how to increase its
representation. An associated deliverable (D5.2) builds on this by examining the
science-policy interface as a key element of environmental (and marine)
governance.

Approach taken

D5.1 reviews six policies for Ocean Literacy relevance and content: the Blue Growth
Strategy; the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD); the Marine Spatial
Planning Directive (MSP); the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP); the Birds Directive;
and the Habitats Directive. Each policy was analysed, and recommendations were
then proposed for increasing Ocean Literacy content across EU marine policy.
D5.2 builds on this work, by engaging with policy actors and decision makers around
the subject area of marine litter as a topic of high public interest. The aim was to
better understand how marine litter is perceived by policy makers. It was also to
understand the barriers to Ocean Literacy for policymakers and the reasons why
they do or do not consider scientific information when making policy decisions.

Key information

Interviews of up to two hours were conducted in five countries, with 1 to 5
interviews achieved in each of the countries. Fuzzy cognitive maps were produced
showing the relationship between key marine issues, and country reports were
created following the interviews, that illustrated the variety of ways that actors
perceived the issues around marine litter, along with the actions that are needed.

Key metrics

These reports provide an analysis of the Ocean Literacy content in European marine
governance, and of the science-policy interface mechanisms of the policy process of
global and regional agreements pertaining to fisheries, pollution, biodiversity and
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climate change in the ocean, and an assessment of their strengths and weaknesses
D5.2 reviews Sustainable Development Goal 14 as a case study.
Impacts

These outputs provide baseline content for Sea Change, with recommendations that
form a foundation from which to develop initiatives and case studies targeting policy
makers as part of Work Package 5 of Sea Change.

More information

http://seachangeproject.eu/images/SEACHANGE/SC_Results/D5.1Review_of_Ocea
n_Literacy_in_Governance.pdf
http://www.seachangeproject.eu/images/SEACHANGE/SC_Results/DeliverableD.5.2.pdf

Contact person(s)

Francesca Santoro (f.santoro@unesco.org)
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Case Study 3:
Engage

Whitaker Institute Policy Brief Series: A series of policy briefs based on Social
Innovation, Participation and Processes (SIPP) work undertaken in Sea Change,
aiming for public-sector innovation and reform in relation to Ocean Literacy.

Target audience

Policy makers, journalists and general public.

Need addressed

Policy makers need to have a good understanding of the challenges encountered
implementing marine science into public policy, and the educational curriculum.
This understanding of the challenges is essential, in order to develop strategies to
integrate marine science in public policy and schools.

Approach taken

The Whitaker Policy Briefs are short and informative analyses on current public
policy issues that bring background and recommendations to policy makers,
journalists and the general public.

Key information

Three policy briefs have been published on three key themes, entitled 'Mapping
Policy Interfaces for Marine Litter', ‘Irish Ocean Conversations: Co-Creating an
Ocean-Literate Society' and 'Mobilising a European Sea Change in Teaching 12-19
Year Olds about the Ocean'.
In teaching 12-19-year olds about the ocean, participants generated 657 barriers
and 316 options to teaching 12–19-year olds about the ocean. Taking all 657 barriers
together, a European influence map of these barriers was produced. This is
illustrated below.
Total Page Views: 154

Key metrics

•
•
•

Mapping Policy Interfaces for Marine Litter (55)
Irish Ocean Conversations: Co-Creating an Ocean-Literate Society (49)
Mobilising a European Sea Change in Teaching 12-19 Year Olds about the
Ocean (50)

Total Downloads: 96
•
•
•

Mapping Policy Interfaces for Marine Litter (36)
Irish Ocean Conversations: Co-Creating an Ocean-Literate Society (26)
Mobilising a European Sea Change in Teaching 12-19 Year Olds about the
Ocean (34)

Impacts

The Whitaker Policy Briefs offer policy actors, journalists and the general public a
valuable and concise insight into the challenges encountered when implementing
marine science into public policy, and the educational curriculum. This will help to
inform the development of strategies to integrate marine science in public policy
and schools.

Where to find it

http://whitakerinstitute.ie/read/policy-briefs/
http://whitakerinstitute.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Whitaker-PolicyBrief_no.-28_ChristineDomegan.pdf
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Who to contact

Patricia McHugh (patricia.mchugh@nuigalway.ie)
Christine Domegan (christine.domegan@nuigalway.ie)

Photos/ images

Barrier map generated during ‘Our Ocean Conversations’ showing barriers to
engagement with Ocean Literacy in 12-19-year olds.
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GOAL 4: COLLABORATE with Transatlantic Partners in Canada and the US in order to bring
about a global approach to protecting the planet’s shared ocean.
Case study 2:
Collaborate

A Sea Change for Ocean Literacy: Co-exploring three key ocean topics to
highlight their societal importance in the future, through international
online seminars on ocean and human health, aquaculture, and seabed mapping.

Target audience

Scientists, graduate students, business and government personnel and general
public.

Need addressed

With a view to improving Ocean Literacy, there was a need to improve awareness
around three major Ocean issues and highlight their societal importance in the
future. These were:
•
•
•

Ocean and Human Health
Seabed Mapping
Aquaculture

Approach taken

The course was designed by and for educators at both informal and formal
education institutions, for all ages and at all student grade levels. Participation was
free of charge, although was offered at a fee for educational credits.

Key information

Students gained an understanding of the importance of mapping the ocean and
identified key aspects of the relationship between the ocean and human health.
The course was presented by the European Sea Change Project partners, led by
CoExploration Ltd (UK) and was supported by the College of Exploration (USA) and
Flanders Marine Institute (Belgium).
The online program included an forum, recorded video presentations, live video
conferences, resources, and the compilation of all relevant products and videos
created for the Sea Change Project.
Each real-time live event featured presentations by internationally recognised
marine scientists, giving participants the opportunity to interact with the presenters
and other participants and to learn about ocean and human health, seabed
mapping, and aquaculture.

Key metrics

Over 300 registered participants in 29 countries, within and beyond Europe.
The overall rating on a five-star scale by these respondents was 4.53.

Impacts

The respondents to the survey expressed the following main benefits from their
participation in the online seminar:
•

Approximately 90% of participants said that their awareness of the ocean was
improved by the seminars, and that they would be able to use the seminar
information and resources in their classroom or work setting listing resources
and Sea Change materials, datasets, lessons and videos, as being useful to
them.
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Respondents also stated that:
•
•

The theme of highest interest to the respondents was seabed mapping.
The respondents noted the benefits of being introduced to colleagues from
around the world, thus gaining international perspectives.

How participants intend to integrate knowledge gained through these seminars:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use in marine education training
Supplement lecture materials
Integrate in labs and projects
Incorporate ocean literacy activities in curriculum
Use Sea Change videos
Integrate in their own graduate work
Send seminar links to their network
Incorporate seabed mapping in topographic mapping lesson

Quotes from participants:
“It offered great exposure to trends in ocean literacy.”
“It’s helpful to hear multiple sides of vital issues.”
“Great knowledge and experiences with colleagues around the world.”
More Information

http://coexploration.org/seachange/

Contact person(s)

Peter Tuddenham (Peter@coexploration.net)

Proposed next
steps

Further Ocean Literacy seminars may be organised in the future.

Photos/ images

Geographical map illustrating the diverse geographical spread of
participants in the online seminars
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Case Study 3:
Collaborate

Strengthening of pre-existing international Ocean Literacy related
networks: and establishment of new ones as a cornerstone for the global
approach needed to protect the planet’s shared ocean.

Target audience

Educators, scientists, academia, public, governments, NGOs, policymakers,
resource managers, business and industry.

Need addressed

These activities helped to advance Ocean Literacy at the global level.

Approach taken

International partnerships and collaborations were built to support capacity
development and sustainability, in a move towards an Ocean Literate global
society.

Key information

The Sea Change network now encompasses active key stakeholders at all levels
and transatlantic cooperation has been intensified through regular collaboration
with the United States National Marine Educators Association (NMEA) and the
Canadian Network of Ocean Educators (CaNOE).
Paula Keener (NOAA) presented at the Consortium for Ocean Science Exploration
and Engagement (COSEE), the Global Ocean Science Education (GOSE) Workshop
in 2015 (University of RI, US) and at COSEE GOSE 2016 (UNESCO HQ, Paris).
Paula also presented at UNESCO in Venice at the IOC UNESCO ‘Ocean Literacy for
All’ Conference entitled ’New Partnerships: Building on the Success of the
Transatlantic Galway Declaration’.
Extended the visibility of the AORA Transatlantic Ocean Literacy and the
dissemination of its approaches and products to other interested regions of the
world.

Key metrics

The global Ocean Literacy networks and partnerships that have been built are
explained by Paula Keener in the following video:
http://www.coexploration.org/oceanliteracy/for_all/Venice-Dec-2017/keener/
Transatlantic networks are covered in more detail in WP6.

Impacts

The collaborations listed above resulted in Ocean Literacy being included in IOC
UNESCO’s Capacity Development Strategy.

More Information

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0024/002440/244047m.pdf
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0026/002607/260721E.pdf

Contact person(s)

Paula Keener (Paula.keener@noaa.gov)

Proposed next
steps

Continue to build capacity of AORA Ocean Literacy work in support of global Ocean
Literacy.

Video/ photos

www.coexploration.org/oceanliteracy/for_all/Venice-Dec-2017/keener/
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Case Study 4:
Collaborate

Collaborations with the Atlantic Ocean Research Alliance (AORA): Atlantic
Seabed Mapping International Working Group to advance Ocean Literacy.

Target audience

Educators, scientists, academia, public, governments, NGOs, policy makers,
resource managers, business and industry.

Need addressed

Ocean Literacy Principle seven states that ‘the ocean is largely unexplored’. Less
than 5% of the global ocean has been mapped. Advancing Ocean Literacy supports
the need to map the global ocean.

Approach taken

Building international partnerships and collaborations supports capacity
development and sustainability in a move towards an Ocean Literate global society
with a focus on mapping the global ocean. Sea Change linked up with another EC
funded support action called AORA to collaborate on this topic.
https://www.atlanticresource.org/aora

Key information

A Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) was developed for Transatlantic Seabed
Mapping Expeditions with AORA web Offerings to be used during two Transatlantic
Surveys of the North Atlantic (TRASNA) onboard the R/V Celtic Explorer May 2016
(St. John’s NL to Galway) and the DFO Canadian Coast Guard Ship Louis S. St. Laurent,
July - August 2016 (St. John’s NL to Tromso, Norway).
The AORA Working Group contacted graduate and doctoral students from US,
Canada and EU with instructions for SOP use and trained students as leads while at
sea. A total of five students participated in the expeditions, producing 24 daily blogs
complete with imagery.
• Nine classroom resources for educators were also posted on the AORA website

to support the daily blogs from sea.
• Offerings for Transatlantic International Seabed Mapping Expeditions (TRASNA)
were produced.
• Logs and images were posted on the AORA website for TRASNA (pilot in 2016,
extension in 2017 with online course from the cruise).
Key metrics

•

Achievements to-date include:
• Terms of Reference and Rules of Procedure for the Working Group
• A white paper on Improving Sharing, Discovery and Access of Seafloor Data in
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the North Atlantic
A white paper on Understanding the characteristics of the seafloor and subsurface of the North Atlantic – Technology Considerations
Establishment of a process to share data
A North Atlantic Data Portal and prototype Data Viewer
Collaborative Atlantic Ocean Transect Missions
Creation of and recruitment into a Research Vessel Coordinator position
Scoping of an international seabed mapping pilot
Advancements in ocean awareness and Ocean Literacy
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Impacts

The work of the AORA Seabed Mapping WG supports the improvement of Ocean
Literacy, with a specific focus on seabed mapping.

More Information

https://www.atlanticresource.org/aora/site-area/blog/blog
https://atlanticresource.org/aora/unassigned/trasna-transocean-survey-northatlantic

Contact person(s)

Paula Keener (Paula.keener@noaa.gov)

Proposed next
steps

Continue to build capacity of AORA Ocean Literacy work in support of efforts to map
the global ocean.
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GOAL 5: ENSURE that efforts to sustain an Ocean Literate society in Europe continue beyond the
life of Sea Change through: codes of good practice, public campaigns and other ongoing community
activities.
Case Study 2:
Ensure

Deliverable 2.1: A review of the ways of achieving societal change: A
baseline investigation into the factors that influence public perceptions of
marine environmental issues.

Target Audience

Education and outreach professionals.

Need addressed

Marine environments are vital for human wellbeing, yet they face numerous
anthropogenic threats which may have severe consequences. Recent efforts aimed
at conservation and the promotion of the sustainable use of marine environments
have relied on public participation in policy decisions, a process that is only effective
when citizens fully understand their relationship with their marine environment.
A number of studies have highlighted gaps in public perceptions of the marine
environment, creating a need to collate such information around public values,
concerns, attitudes and behaviours to support environmental reforms and guide the
work of Sea Change with relevant examples.

Approach taken

This report examines the existing literature on public perceptions of the marine
environment.

Key information

A number of public perception studies on fishing, aquaculture, marine tourism, and
marine shipping industries are reviewed. The conclusion presents a summary of the
key principles for influencing society and bringing about behavioural change.

Key metrics

The review underpinned several Sea Change deliverables and inspired a follow-on
project, AquaAccept, which focuses on public perceptions towards different forms
of marine aquaculture.
Dr Stephen Hynes and the Socio-Economic Marine Research Unit (SEMRU) of NUI
Galway are partners in the AquaAccept project, funded by the Norwegian Research
Council.

Impacts

Humans are an important component of the marine ecosystem and understanding
their attitudes towards the marine environment is vital to the success of marine
educational strategies. This paper reviewed literature on public perceptions towards
the marine environment and generated valuable information on key principles for
influencing society and bringing about behavioural change. These key principles and
findings are extremely useful in providing ongoing guidance for education, policy,
and influencing society, and have guided the Sea Change project and follow-on
work.

More Information

http://seachangeproject.eu/images/SEACHANGE/SC_Results/D2_1_public.pdf

Contact person(s)

Stephen Hynes (stephen.hynes@nuigalway.ie)
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Patricia McHugh (patricia.mchugh@nuigalway.ie)
Christine Domegan (christine.domegan@nuigalway.ie)
Proposed next
steps

This work underpinned other Sea Change deliverables and its impact will continue
in legacy activities including the AquaAccept project.
More information about AquaAccept is available at the project website:
http://www.iris.no/research/environment/aquaaccept
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Case Study 3:
Ensure

A Sea Change Co-Creation Toolkit: A set of fundamental concepts and
activities to co-create a transformative ‘Sea Change’.

Target audience

Educators and outreach professionals.

Need addressed

There are known gaps between what people value about the ocean and their
behaviours. Influencing values and actions requires ’Sea Change’ not just by citizens
but also by stakeholders such as governance actors, teachers, marine experts, and
businesses in society.
While education and traditional advertising can be effective in creating awareness,
numerous studies show that behaviour change rarely occurs as a result of simply
providing information, but rather through initiatives delivered at the community
level that remove barriers to an activity, while simultaneously enhancing the
activity’s benefits.
This manual begins the process of creating ownership for a new way of Sea Change
thinking and behaving, helping to close value-action gaps and generate Sea Change
synergies by defining a set of fundamental concepts and activities for environmental
behaviour change and engagement.

Approach taken

The design of Sea Change co-creation manual is an essential feature of the Sea
Change project. ‘Co-creation’ is achieved by the powerful network of behavioural
change agents who collaborate and co-operate under Sea Change to share
knowledge and build trust in innovative, scaled-out ideas and solutions to social
challenges.
The aim of the training manual is to elevate and embed five Sea Change Co-Creation
Principles and nine Sea Change Co-Creation Protocols within the Sea Change
Partnership. Sea Change Co-Creation Guiding Principles and Protocols emphasises
who to engage, what to work on together and how change happens.

Key information

The Sea Change toolkit and training manual combines global best practice and
original research on Ocean Literacy, behavioural change and social innovation. The
manual begins the process of creating ownership for a new way of Sea Change
thinking and behaving.
Delivering Environmental Behavioural Change Workshops to environmental nonprofits/NGOs, public agencies and organisations working on environment,
community and/or social issues.
This training manual and its corresponding workshops, supporting webinars, videos
and materials ensures that the five common Sea Change Co-Creation Principles, as
well as the nine Sea Change Co-Creation Protocols are implemented by all Sea
Change partners. Because this toolkit provided an important baseline methodology
that underpinned a variety of Sea Change activities, this case study is also featured
under other goal headings (Promote).
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Key metrics

Survey feedback at the time of the workshop showed that 85% of partners thought
that the purpose, content and structure, and quality of presenters was good or very
good, although 60% suggested that the information could be easier to understand.
95% of participants felt that they had learned a lot, and 85% agreed that they would
tell colleagues about their learnings.

Impacts

Science communicators are constantly challenged to find effective ways to solve
wicked problems and stimulate engagement and behavioural change. The SIPPS
workshops were central to the Sea Change project, as they presented an innovative
approach to stakeholder engagement, establishing common principles and social
marketing protocols that that formed the strategy that underpinned a variety of
events that were to follow in Sea Change mobilisation activities across Europe. The
workshops brought together all Sea Change partners who embedded the principles
into their ongoing Sea Change work, as well as holding SIPPS protocol workshops of
their own. These approaches offer a considerable insight into the effectiveness of
innovative social engagement and marketing methods that have been tested in a
variety of settings and amongst varied target audiences.

More Information

http://seachangeproject.eu/images/SEACHANGE/SC_Results/Deliverable-D.2.2.pdf
http://seachangeproject.eu/images/SEACHANGE/SC_Results/D2.3Final.pdf

Contact person(s)

Patricia McHugh (patricia.mchugh@nuigalway.ie)
Christine Domegan (christine.domegan@nuigalway.ie)

Proposed next
steps

At the end of the project, an essential feature of the project legacy is a ‘Take and
Implement’ manual that will be issued for Ocean Literacy to live beyond Sea Change.

Photos

Sea Change partners participating in behavioural change workshops led by NUIG
(©NUIG)
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GOAL 6: CREATE innovative learning resources related to the links between the planet’s ocean
and human health: by developing innovative learning resources relating to ocean health (e.g. iBook,
computer games with CoderDojo) and an online directory for best marine practices.
Case Study 2:
Create

A Sea Change Marine Science iBook entitled ‘Harmful Algal Blooms’: An
innovative learning tool developed to encourage Ocean Literacy, specifically
targeted at secondary school students to augment students’ Ocean Literacy,
anchored by maritime pedagogical content.

Target audience

12-15-year-old students, in formal education in Ireland and across Europe.

Need addressed

Recent literature illustrates an emerging need to increase levels of Ocean Literacy
among the public, with education providing a bottom-up grassroots approach.
Furthermore, educators are continuously challenged by academically unmotivated
students, as education competes with instantaneous technology which grabs
students’ attention and diverts their interest. There is a need to consider new media
and innovative methodologies in providing engaging educational platforms.

Approach taken

The iBook represents a nascent technology that demonstrates promise as an
adaptable and bespoke learning tool, concomitant with student engagement. In
collaboration with second-level students and teachers, teacher consultants, teacher
educators (science, geography), marine scientists and research institutes, a team
experienced in mobile technology development created the iBook for 12-15-yearolds to engage in Ocean Literacy.
Social Innovation Participation Process (SIPP) guidelines (Domegan and McHugh,
2018) were considered during design development. In the design phase, four
teachers and 84 students in Sweden, Belgium and Ireland gave feedback via a formal
research process on the iBook as a teaching and learning resource. Sea Change task
partners (UGOT, EUROGEO, AquaTT, Cllimar, DTU, MBA and Ecsite) were also invited
to feed into the iBook design. Proposed changes were incorporated, and the iBook
was launched in March 2017.

Key information

The iBook is an introduction to phytoplankton. The story is
told through the phenomenon known as Harmful Algal
Blooms (HABs), where a few of these organisms
can produce toxins or grow to such high levels they affect
water quality. Chapters include: plankton, HABs,
eutrophication, climate change and observing oceans
through satellites. This eBook is designed to infuse the
diverse and engaging story of Harmful Algal Blooms into
teaching across the sciences, and to impact an increased Ocean Literacy.
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This iBook includes keynote presentations, interactive images, interactive galleries,
scrolling sidebars, pop-over functionality, videos, study cards, a scientific glossary
and curiosity facts and quizzes. The iBook also contains a link to the winning
CoderDojo Sea Change Ocean Literacy games, designed within Task 3.3.

Screenshots of the iBook (top) and happy participants in the challenge (bottom)
(©NUIG)
Key metrics

Dissemination:
•

•

•

For the communication campaign ‘Our Ocean Our Health’, a permanent exhibit
was open in Galway Atlantaquaria, from November 2017, attracting 80-85,000
public visitors per year.
Design trials were carried out in Swedish, Belgian and Irish schools with 4
teachers and 84 students. Evaluation was carried out in Swedish and Irish
schools with 2 teachers and 38 students. Total involvement: 6 teachers & 122
students.
A number of conference presentations were made:
•
•
•
•
•

•

ESAI 2016: 30 delegates
Whitaker Institute Seminar Series 2016: 15 delegates
Whitaker Institute Research Day 2016: 55 delegates
iBook launch 2017: 23 attendees
Launch of ‘Our Ocean Our Health’ exhibit in Galway Atlantaquaria 2017: 15
attendees
3 peer review articles discussing the iBook have emerged:
1.

Domegan, C. McHugh, P., McCauley, V. and Davison, K. (forthcoming 2018), “Co-creating a
Sea Change campaign for Ocean Literacy in Europe; A digital interactive tool for
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environmental behaviour change” in Social Marketing in Action: Cases from Around the
World, Debra Basil and Gonzalo Diaz Meneses (eds.), Springer International.
2.

3.

McHugh, M., McCauley, V., Davison, K., Raine, R., and Grehan, A. (under review, 2018).
Anchoring Ocean Literacy: Participatory iBook Design within Secondary Science Classrooms.
Technology, Pedagogy and Education.
Gotensparre, S., McCauley, V., Fauville, G., Davison, K. and Mäkitalo, Å. (under review,
2018). The use of an iBook in classrooms in Sweden and Ireland to promote ocean literacy.
Current: The Journal of Marine Education.

Social media insights
•

•

•

112 worldwide iBook downloads within 9 months of the launch (53% Europe,
39% USA & Canada, 5% Latin America and The Caribbean, 3% Asia Pacific) of the
iBook in March 2017.
The iBook launch and its upload to the iBook Store was promoted via the NUIG
website and associated channels; the Sea Change website, newsletter, Twitter,
and via Sea Change partner websites and social media channels. The reach
through the iBook Store provides for the accessible free download of the iBook
in 51 countries worldwide (http://www.apple.com/ibooks/).
The iBook NUIG Launch tweet generated 1,435 impressions and 44
engagements.

Impact

The iBook has improved Ocean Literacy amongst second-level students in formal
education. We acknowledge that the embedding of ocean pedagogy into a
curriculum with little ocean content is a challenge, yet through strategic resource
design, such as this iBook, teachers can use relevant and engaging resources to
teach curricular content through oceanic examples and projects. It is hoped that this
iBook will have significant influence in terms of eliciting its audience to consider the
value of the ocean, the influence of the ocean on us and our influence on the ocean.

More information

The Harmful Algal Blooms iBook is available on all iOS platforms:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/harmful-algal-blooms/id1214392876?mt=11
SIPPs design protocol:
McHugh, P., Domegan, C. and Duane, S. (2018) ‘Protocols for Stakeholder
Participation in Social Marketing Systems’, Social Marketing Quarterly. Available
online at: https://doi.org/10.1177/1524500418761626

Contact

Dr Veronica McCauley (veronica.mccauley@nuigalway.ie)
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Case Study 3:
Create

The Sea Change Ocean EDGE (European Database of Good Examples in
Marine Education and Outreach): An open-access online platform containing
a collection of educational resources and activities that serve as an inspiration
to help sharing ocean knowledge to any type of audience.

Target audience

Teachers, students, informal education and outreach professionals.

Need addressed

This resource addresses the need for inspiring and professional ideas for education
and outreach activities. It is meant for outreach professionals, or for people
interested to know more about the ocean. It gives an overview of mainly European
initiatives, and will, as such, help to connect outreach professionals across Europe
with each other. The resources in this database are screened for their quality in
terms of content and concept and are as such an added value for anyone who wants
to learn or teach about the ocean.

Approach taken

The Ocean EDGE database was inspired by the US (NMEA, SeaGrant, NOAA) ‘The
Bridge’ system (link). Ocean EDGE can be searched by combining keywords
belonging to different categories (e.g. audience, language, country, activity type,
resource type). These categories are similar to those in The Bridge, so as to make
the two databases complementary and to increase the possibility to merge or join
the two databases in the future.
The database is designed to grow. Its structure is created after carefully examining
over 133 good practices, selected from all EMSEA conferences between 2012-2015,
the first International Marine Science Communication Conference (IMSCC, 2014)
and a list of known good practices compiled by EMSEA experts. On top of that, a
survey was sent to 100 marine education experts, and a list of Citizen Science
initiatives was also added which was identified by the Citizen Science Working Group
of the European Marine Board.

Key information

The Ocean EDGE Directory is an online, searchable database with information about,
and links to, online educational and outreach resources and activities, that can both
serve as downloadable ready-to-use educational materials and as inspiration to
create original materials.

Key metrics

The total number of page views by visitors ranges from 46 to 958, with an average
of 360-page views per month between April 2016 and January 2018.

Impacts

This is the first database of its kind in Europe. It facilitates the search for good quality
educational and outreach resources on ocean topics. The inclusion of Citizen Science
initiatives in the database contributes to the global increase in importance and
credibility of Citizen Science in both scientific research and science outreach.

More Information

CommOcean Poster abstract on the EDGE database:
http://www.commocean.org/sites/commocean.org/files/public/docs/abstracts/PO
STER_STERKEN_MIEKE.pdf
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Where to find it

http://www.seachangeproject.eu/campaign/sea-change-database

Contact person(s)

Susan Gotensparre (Susan.gotensparre@bioenv.gu.se)
Jan Seys (Jan.seys@vliz.be)

Proposed next
steps

It is anticipated that the database will be maintained by EMSEA into the future.
Next steps will be to form links with CaNOE (Canadian network of Ocean Education)
to see if, how, and when a transatlantic collaboration can begin.

Video/ photos

Screenshot of the Ocean EDGE Directory
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